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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 -the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

EADERSHIP has its responsibilites.
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This fact is fully recognized by The Bar
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In the world there are only two ways
I ••• of raising one’s self, either one's own
J
industry or by the weakness of others.

rett Company, for over half a century

I ••• —Bruyere.
•••

America's leading manufacturer of roofing and

roofing materials.

TWO OFFICES FILLED

Oov. Baxter has nominated Ezekiel
Chase of Brownville to the State Arm
ory Commission, Henry H. Hastings
of Bethel, chairman Board of Prison
Commissioners.

So today, when so many thousands of roof
buyers implicitly rely upon the Barrett name as
an unfailing pledge of honest value, the high
quality of Barrett products is guarded more care
fully than ever before.

BELATED RECOGNITION
The picture of a woman will appear
upon postage stamps when the new
series being prepared by the postofflee
department is issued Jan. 15. The
woman pictured will be Martha Wash
ington and will appear on a 4 cent
stamp.

Typical of Barrett quality is the famous Everlastic “Rubber” Roofing—a plain surfaced roll
roofing that has demonstrated its worth by years
of economical service on millions of buildings.

AMERICAN SHIPS FREE
All ships flying the American flag,
whether engaged in foreign or domes
tic commerce will be permitted to pass
through the Panama canal without
payfnent of tolls, under a bill intro
duced by Representative Lineberger.
Republican, of California.

Let us tell you more about it.
Other pepular Barrett products include metal protective paints,

footing

•••

’•••
•*

cements, shingle stain oil, fly spray and a wood preservative.

THIS TIME LAST YEAR

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 PARK STREET----------- ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 800

WANTED
to oxehonflo new furniture for your old.

We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
68-tf

279 285 MAIN STREET
ENGLISH COAL OFFERED

State Fuel Director Lane has just*
received the offer Of a cargo of great
western English anthracite, 1500 tons
cobble at 70 shiMlngs, sixpence, per
ton; 1500 tons Of nut coal at SO shil-

iings. sixpence per ton; 1500 tons of
bean coal at 53 shillings p-r ton; 1500
tons of pea ia,al at 31 shillings, six
pence. Mr. Lane has extended this
offer to wholesale dealers all over Ihe
State. *

Patrons of the Camden &
Rockland Water Co. were mak
ing the acquaintance of the su
perintendent, A. F. MacAlary,
who came here from Auburn,
where he bad been street super
intendent under the city man
ager plan.
A billiard tournament w'as in
progress at the "Steamship Athli tic."
Supreme Court convened, with
Associate Justice John A. Mor
rill presiding.
Benjamin Griljbin, a former
deputy sheriff in Cumberland
county, -died at his home on
Claremont street.
W. J. Rich bought the steam
trawler Grebe.
The Owl Clutb held its annual
meeting. Stephen T. Sullivan be
ing elected president.

Almost everywhere abroad—east or west-—
you will find a decided preference for the
Hupmobile as representative of the best
that America produces.
Why do foreign lands rate the Hupmobile so
high? For precisely the same Reasons it is
rated high at home—its recognized value, its
recognized ability, its low costs and itslonglife.

Most of all, perhaps, for its splendid selfreliance, which makes the Hupmobile a
favorite for travel through wild and spars
ely settled regions
It is this quality of self-reliance which
above all its other remarkable attributes,
has won the lasting admiration of motor
car buyers everywhere.
Touring, $1115; roadster, $1115; Special Roadster and Tour
ing, $1215; New 2-passenger Coupe, $1385; 4 Passenger Coupe,
$1535; Roadster Coupe, $1285; Sedan, $1675. F. O. B. Detroit^
Mich. Revenue Tax Extra.

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
DISTRIBUTOR

FOR

TELEPHONE 4-W.

„

KNOX AND

LINCOLN

,

AN OLD NEWSPAPER

Frank Theodore Alien of Jamaica
Eugene W. Palmer hands us a copy
Plain, director of the Astrological Re
of the Ulster County Gazette, of the
search Bureau, forecasted Saturday
that the apring will be ushered in with date of Jan. 4, 1890, published in
a wildly blustering storm, which will Kingston, N. Y., by Samuel Freer &
raise a general commotion over most Son. It contains a full account of
all of the eastern section of the United the funeral of George Washington.
States.
The despatch to the Gazette is date
“During the fall and winter of 1921- lined at "George Town," Dec. 20. The
22 the writer issued a series of astrolo- account follows:
logical bulletins, a leading feature of
George Town, Dec.20.
which was a long-range weather fore
"On Wednesday last, the mortal part
cast in accordance with the rules and of Washington the Great—t'he Father
principles of aatro-meteorology, an im iof his country and the Friend of Man,
portant and
shamefully neglected was consigned to the tomb, with sol
branch of scientific astrology. In that emn honors and funeral pomp.
series every notable storm period and
"A multitude of persons assembled,
the general weather conditions opera from many miles around, at Mount
tive in the eastern par; of this country Vernon, the choice abode and last res
during the fall and winter of 1921-22 idence of the illustrious chief. There
were definitely predicted several weeks, were the groves, the spacious avenues,
and in some instances months, in ad the beautiful and sublime scenes, the
vance.
notable mansion, but alas! the augusl
"In your article in today’s Globe I ’inhabitant was now no more. That
find the statement that "There is an great soul was gone. His mortal part
old saying to this effect that the first was there ind“ed; but, ah! how affect
three days of this month (January) de ing; how awful the spectacle of such
termine what the res: of the winter worth and greatness .this, to mortal
will be."
eyes, fallen! yes! fallen! fallen!
“Like many of the old sayings this
“In the long and lofty Portico, where
one has suffered mutilation during the oft the Hero walked in all his glory,
centuries since there actually existed now lay the shrouded corpse. The
associations of profound students (‘wise countenance composed and serene,
men’), who penetrated the mysteries of seemed to express the dignity of the
the celestial influence upon terestial spirit, which lately dwelt in that Utebeings and conditions.
less form! There those who paid sad
"The New Year, or winter quarter, honors to the benefactor of his country,
actually begins with the winter solstice took an impressive—a farewell view.
Dec. 22. And it is a fact that, with »"On the ornament at the head of the
few exceptions, the prevalent weather coffin was inscribed Surge Ad Judicium
during the few days immediately fol —about the middle of the coffin, Gloria
lowing the solstice will afford a pretty Deo—and on the silver plate,
fair index to the general conditions
General
during the succeeding three months.
George Washington
And the same rule applies to the sum Departed this life on the 14th of De
mer solstice and to each of the
cember, 1799, aged 68.
Equinoxes. The truth of this can
Between-three and four o'clock, the
readily he discovered by looking up the sound of artillery from a vessel in the
records of the United States Weather river, firing minute guns, awoke afresh
Bureau.
our solemn sorrow—the corpse was re
“The spring season, dating from the moved-—a band of music with mourn
vernal equinox March 21, will he ush ful melody melted the soul into all
ered in with a wildly blustering storm the tenderness of woe.
"The procession was formed and
which will raise a general commotion
over the most of the eastern section of moved in the following order:
the United States. Violent winds and Cavalry
freakish temperature reactions will he Infantry, with arms reversed
characteristic of that storm, und this Guards
spring season will continue blustering Music
with fitful changes In temperature."— Clergy
The General’s horse with his saddle,
Boston Globe.
holsters and pistols.
Colonels Smis, Itamsey Payne, Gilpin,
SNOWBALL EXCURSION
MarstHler, Little—pall hearers, three
on each side of the coffin.
No, We Don’t Have ’Em On Mourners
Masonic brethren
This Coast, But We’ve Got Citizens
"When the procession had arrived
the Goods.
at the bottom of the elevated lawn, on
the bank of the Potomac, -where the
’Have you anything like this out on family vault is placed the cavalry
the coat- ’ writes Mrs. Grace A. Flood halted, the infantry marched toward
from hi.. Salt Francisco home, enclosing the Mount and formed their lines—the
a newspaper clipping which described clergy, the Masonic brothers, and the
the third annual snowball excursion Citizens, descended to the vault, and
to Truckee. The 300 excursionists the funeral service of the church was
traveled in a special train of 14 cars perfotmed. The firing was repeated
and were planning to spend two full from the vessel in the river, and the
days in the snow, enjoying skating, sounds echoed front the woods and hills
sleighing, toboganing, skiing, snow around.
balling and virtually every other kind
"T'i.era wire General discharges by
of a winter sport
the infantry—the cavalry, and 11 pieces
"Truckee is Just beyond the summit of artillery, which lined the banks of
of the High Sierras" writes Mrs. the Potomac back to the vault, paid
Flood. "We have to go there for our the last tribute to the entombed Com
winter sports. No snow or frost here mander-in-chief of the Armies of the
in San Francisco, but plenty of rain. United States and to the departed
The rainfall this season has been the Hero.
“The sun was not setting. Alas!
heaviest since 1889. It makes the hills
beautifully green and is a great bene the Son of Glory was set forever. No
—’he name of Washington—the Amer
fit to the State in general."
In answer to Mrs. Flood’s question, ican President and General—will tri
The unclouded
it is only necessary in say that we umph over death.
have had 17 snowstorms since the pres brightness of his glory will illuminate
ent winter began, and that we don’t the future ages!”
have to organize any long distance ex
cursions If we want to go snowballing,
t ur recollection is that all of the paths
SEMI-DIESEL ENGINE
are not yet shoveled under the family
clothesline.
NOTICE
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
December 19, 1922, he was duly appointed
executor of tlie last will and testament of
Catherine L Dyer, late of North Raven, in
the County of Knox, deceased, and on Dec. 30,
1922, was qualified to till said trust by giv
ing bond as the law directs
All persons having demands against ihe es
tate, are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requird do
make payment immediately to
WILLIAM T DYER,
*
North Haven, Maine.
Ip-ember 30. 1922.
Jan 9-16-23

Estate of Charles W. Condon

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
December .19, 1922, he was duly appointed
administrator of the esta,te of Charles W. Con
don, late of Rockland, in the County of Knox,
deceased, and on this da:e was qualified to fill
said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All people having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for set
tlement. and all indebted thereto are requird io
make payment immediately to
FRANK B MILLER.
Rockland. Maine
December 30. 1922.
Jan 9-16-23

To have your films promptly

developed and printed
send or bring them to

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE
Watch for tho “Jock
Rabbit” on the
road. They are
increasing.

COUNTIES

Tested Recently In France As
Motive Power For the Auto
mobile.
Will the Diesel engine finally be
adapted to replace the spark ignition
engine now used to propel automo
biles?
This question, recurrent almost an
nually since the invention of the auto
mobile, faces its last repetition with
the announcement from Paris of the
invention of a semi-Diesel type of en
gine fol\motorcars.
At the ^beginning of the automobile
industry, use of a Diesel engine was
attempted on automobiles. But, al
though used for stationary purposes
and in submarines, the engine would
not work well in a moving, vibrating
machine. The engine with spark ig
nition, that'has replaced the Diesel
however, uses up costly gasoline, while
the air-compression engine feeds on a
cheap, low grade of oil. A combina
tion of the good in both of these en
gines, therefore, would make an ideal
power plant for automobiles.
This idea]—or the nearest to It—
French automotive engineers believe
is finally attained in the semi-Diesel
automobile engine tested recently on
a trip from Paris and Bordeaux. The
engine, according to reports, burns
low-grade oil. which costs 12 cents a
gallon in France, as compared with 56
ten's for gasoline. At the same time
it retains the advantages of the sparkignition engine now in use.
Besides, its inventors say, the semiDiesel costs less for upkeep and is sim
pler and therefore cheaper to make
than the present type. Experiments
are still going on, with the idea of in
stalling the engine on Paris busses.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

ROCKLAND, ME.

Hupmobile

Volume 78. . . .
‘‘BUILD THE BRIDGE"

Not Merely a Winter Blizzard Ulster County Gazette Pub Lincoln County a Unit Behind
But a Goshwalloper To
lished Account of Washing
Proposition Says Its News
Usher In Spring.
ton’s Funeral.
paper.

Estate of Catherine L. Dyer

Rated High all Over the World

1923.

A. C. JONES

5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland. Maine

WATCHMAKER und JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

Ta|R of the Town
David L. McCarty lias bought the
Fred B. Robbins house on Grace street

Rockland Encampment installs to
morrow night at 8 o'clock. Odd Fel
The project of bridging tlie Ken lows are Invited.
nebec at Bath is rapidly gaining sup
Some of the football players looked
port, in the southern section of the
in on the 9-cent sale Saturday and
State, at least, and the campaign is ahudoered. ’’Too risky for us,” said
warming up. PracticaJIy all the news one of the hardy gridiron heroes
papers are publishing editorials on
the question, and in most cases the
Dr. Horace W. Robbins, formerly of
editorial expression is favorable to the this city as worthy patron elect of
proponents. The Bath Times may be Malden Chapter, O E. S., which has
considered as conditionally opposed its annual installation of officers
basing its opposition largely on the Thursday night.
fear that the bridge site might be
north of the city thus leaving Bath
Deputy Sheriff Percy A. Condon
on a side-track. This attitude of the
Bath newspaper is by no means sur made his reappearance on the street
Saturday, lo< king a bit peaked, aftei
prising.
Last Saturday’s edition of the Port being cooped up two weeks in the
land Express contained an editorial house. Hospital treatment looked a
which after admitting the desirability necessity, but the smiling Percy dodged
the hoodoo for the time being.
of a bridge, proceeded to give reasons
why it could not be put over for a
Fred M. Blacklngton left yesterday
long terms of years, if ever. The ex
pense involved seemed to loom large as for Rhode Island, where If tfie work
did also the opposition of Bath as re suits him, he will act as government
presented by the Times, one member of inspector of a concrete power dam.
the legislative delegation and the He was accompanied by Mrs. Blackprospective member of the Governor’s Ington, who will make a visit in Bos
Council. With these forces arrayed ton .
against the project it was* concluded
The many Rockland friends.of Harthat when the matter was presented to
the legislature it would “find the going ofl d A. Allan who has been here fre
pretty hard at the Capitol.” The writ quently in p’^nection with educational
er continues: “A proposition in which work, wifi be glad to learn that he has
a single county is chiefly interested is ‘A ,ently been appointed director of the
unlikely to get very far if such county! business division of the National Ed
does not present an undivided front.’’ ucational Association in Washington.
Now the meaning of that statement is
obscure or we are obtruse for we con Porter Adams, well known in this city,
fess we do not know what is meant by from his connection in 1917-18 with
only one county being interested. We the Naval Training Station, is now vice
assume tl at Sagadahoc, is the county president and governor of the Na
but that is by no means the only tional Aeronautic Association and
county interested. Lincoln county is president for the first district.
vitally concerned in bridging the Ken
There wi'll he a regular meeting of
nebec so that the Chinese wall that the Pythian Sisters Wednesday night,
does so much to impede summer travel with supper served at 6 o’clock. All
may be removed. And incidentally it who can possibly do so wifi please at
would be an advantage to Bath mer tend.
chants if that city could be reached
without the expense, trouble and in
A Knox county boy who Is making
terminable <le|ay of crossing the river
his mark at the University of Maine is
by ferry And, concerning the ferry, it
Hazen 11. Ayer of Union, who has been
might be. said that the annual deficit
elected editor-in-chief of “The Prism,”
paid by the State would meet the in
the year book of the junior class. Mr.
terest on a considerable sum invested
Ayer has had two years of experience
in a bridge. Knox county, especially
m the editorial board of The Maine
Rockland, is enthusiastic for the Campus, the undergraduate weekly
bridge and judging by the 300 peo
publication, and is at present news
ple who braved the storm last Friday
editor of t'he newspaper.
He is a
night to hear Senator Carlton in Port
member of Sigma Delta Chi and Phi
land discuss the bridge proposition, Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Cumberland county Is not wholly unoncerned.
Felicia Pelicano, the young Italian
Lincoln county as a unit should get
behind this proposition and help put It girl, who was the victim of a serious
across. A bridge at Bath means much issault Christmas morning, alleged to
in the progress nnd prosperity of this have been made by Ignatlo Ordagna,
section of the State.—Lincoln County t barber, to whom she was to have
been married next June, was disNews.
harged from Knox Hospital Sunday.
She still bears the scars of the three
PARK THEATRE
cuts inflicted upon her, but is well out
of danger. Ordagna’s trial wiMl take
A large and notable cast was select place at the January term of Supreme
ed for Thomas Meighan’s latest Para Court, which has been postponed to
mount picture, “Back Home and next Tuesday.
Broke,” George Ade’s second original
story for the screen, which comes to
When an lee storm seemed immi
day, Lila Lee is leading woman and
Florence Dixon, who was seen in nent yesterday it drew forth interest
“Anna Ascends,” with Alice Brady, is ing reminiscences. Rockland’s most
the other girl. Charles Abbe, who remarkable ice storm occurred about a
played
“Cappy Ricks” with
Mr. luarter-century ago, and nobody who
Meighan has one of the principle char saw the effects of it wifi ever forget
acter roles as have Frederick Burton that wonderful spectacle. The storm
and Eddie Borden, the latter a co in Worcester, Mass., a year ago was
median with a large following on the evidently a repetition of it. “I was
vaudeville stage. Laurence Wheat, there a few days ago,” said Su-pt. A.
who appeared in several Meighan pic F. MacAlary, “and found that the city
lias not yet fully recovered from t'he
tures, has an important part.
Ever since Mother Eve imbedded her effects of that disaster. The electric
pearly teeth in the fabled apple hu companies are still using temporary
manity has pondered from time to wires in a number of places.”

time the* age-old problem:
“What’s
Wrong With the Women?” Now
comes a motion picture that sets for
itself the same eternal question and
comes pretty close to answering it—at
least so far as the present high-pow
ered, helter-skelter, flapperescent gen
eration of women is concerned. It is
called, “What’s Wrong With the Wom
en?” and it will entertain Park patrons
Wednesday only. The story which was
written by Mr. Goodman, is a straight
forward narrative dealing with the
lives of a smart group of men and
women in the gilded strata of big town
society. Women and men, too, plunge
into the maelstrom of life unrestrained.
Extravagance, folly, broken hearts and
twisted souls. It won’t do to reveal
the plot.
For “Trifling Women,” the latest Rex
Ingram production which comes to the
Park Theatre Thursday and Friday,
two gigantic sets have been erected—
a great castle with five huge towers,
measuring in diameter 26 feet, rearing
into the air 250 feet. The frontage of
the castle rpeasuring along its base
is 400 feet. The gardens laid out for
the castle’s approach are 320 feet in
depth and cover over an acre of
ground. Elaborate planting, statuary
of rare, beauty, iridescent peacocks
strutting about, costly fountains have
made of this set a miracle of gor
geousness and beauty probably un
rivaled in the annals of filmdom. The
estimated cost of the set is $50,000.
The second set, known as the Sorcer
er’s Tower, is only a little less am
bitious. It is a single tower, soaring
120 feet into^he air, with several tur
rets, a solid gloomy structure of curi
ous shape and menacing design. It is
here that the tremendous climax of
the picture, “Trifling Women,” is stag
ed. with the blood-red sunset throwing
the tower into black relief. The tower
has an irregular circumference but at
its greatest base measures fifty feet
The estimated cost is $20,000.
“Trifling
Women” was
written
adapted and directed by Rex Ingram
Tn the cast are Ramon Novarro, Bar
bara La Marrr, Lewis Stone, Edward
Connely, Hughie Muck, Pomeroy Can
non and others.
Admission prices for this big pro
duction are 17c and 28c matinees and
28c and 35 cents nights.—adv.

As advertised, on account of the
storm Monday Fuller-Cobb-Davis wifi
continue their 9 cent sale today from
9 to 5.

The mail from Fort Ethan Allen,
Vt., yesterday brought a request to
print the following item: “Sergeant
Edwin W. Benson, Station Hospital,
Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont, formerly
hief clerk at the Kittredge Pharmacy,
would like to hear from some of his old
friends, especially the ladies, if any
still remember him. How about you,
Doc’ Ijttwry? Maynard F. Brasier .is
also here at the same address. He re
cently transferred from the 7th Field
Artillery back to his Old love—the
Medical Department, commonly called
imong us worms as the ‘Pill Rollers.’”
Enclosed with the monthly bills from
the telephone office was the following
neat little card: “Just a word from
my associates and myself: If, by at
tention to your service, we can contrib
ute to your happiness during the New
Year, we .shall feel that we are also
adding to our own. E. R. Spear, man
ager.” Manager Spear is a firm ‘be
liever of the theory that there should
be relations of the utmost friendliness
between a corporation and the public.
He never dismisses a complaint or a.
suggestion summarily. The company
has in him a valuable manager, and
the public a friend.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and howover crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every d v
for icfreshmenl of your inner life w;th s ’ it
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
THE SINGERS
God sent h’s Singers upon earth
With songs of sadness and of mirth.
That, they might touch the hearts of men.
And bring them back to heaven again .

The first, a youth, with soul of fire,
ndd in his hand a golden lyre;
Through groves he wandered, and by streams,
Playing the music of our dreams.
The second, with a bearded face.
Stood singing In the markw-place.
And stirred with accents deep nnd loud
The hearts of all the listening crowd.

A gray old man, the third and last,
Sang in cathedrals dim amt vast,
While the majestic organ rolled
Contrition from its inoutha of gold

And those who heard the Singerse three
Disputed which the best might be;
For still their music seemed to start
Discordant echoes In tach lie-art.
But the great Mas er said, “I see
No best in kind, but in degree;
I ga e a various gif; to each,
To cl arm, to strengthen, and to teach.

‘ These are the three
And lie whose ear is
Your step has lost elasticity be^ i use your Will hear no discord
blood has lost vitality, which Hoj
Sarsa- But the most perfect

great chords of might,
tuned aright
in the three.
harmony ”

—Henry W. Longfellow.
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Rockland, Maine, Jan 99, 1923. I
Personally appeared Frank S. LyiXJie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan 6,
1923 there was printed a total of 5,931 copies.
Before we,
PRANK B MILLER,

,

.
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CAMDEN

DEATH

INVESTIGATED

TONIGHT’S BANQUET

Every-Other-Da?

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.-

,

~

Embarks 1 oday Un Its becond 3ody of John D. Knowlton, Jr., Found In Livery Stable Large Ticket Sale For Import
«Ail
ant Chamber of Commerce
Week—Some Gossip About
Following a Lrunk—Bruises and Disappearance of Money
Gathering.
Some Bills.
Breed Suspicion.

Tonight tlie Chamber of Commerce
Representative Rogers of Rockland
he.ids Its first official -open forum at
and Clarke of Stonington served on the
Medical Examiner Crockett and who was still there, that as soon as the Universalist church. Supper will
committee which waited on Gov. Bax
he served at 6.30 p. m. sharp. A sale,
County
Attorney Dwinal were yester Dr. Hutchings returned with a team
ter to inform him that the members
of tickets has taken pluce which is not i
belonging
to
Mr.
Carleton
that
he
(Tur

day
investigating
the
death
at
Camden
of the House were ready to take the
only an indication of a large attend - ;
BIBLE THOUGHT
of John D. Knowlton, Jr., whose body ner) had better take Knowlton home.
oat'i.
ance. but of the interest manifested by j
About
8.30
p.
m.
Turner
reported
to
was
found
Sunday
night
in
the
Tannery
—FOR TODAY—
• ♦ • ♦ •
$
the people of Rockland in the Chamber;
Way livery stable, owned by William the authorities that Knowlton was of Commerce. Many tickets have been.,
1 Bible Thooghts memorized, will prove a
Summer cottagers, who are bona
dead. Dr. Archie Green was sum sold to the ladies which is a healthy’
Carleton
of
Rockport.
Russell
Turner,
priceless heritage in after years.
fide residents of this Slate, may he
moned, and after making a brief ex
indication that the women of the city
able to trap lobsters if the Sea and who reported the finding of the body
amination of the body notified Medical are interested in its promotion.
Shore Fisheries Commission succeeds was detained by Constables Morton und
CONDITIONS OF REVIVAL:—If my
Examiner
Crockett.
That
official
went
Dyer
pending
a
further
investigation.
in having the lobster license laws
The program for the evening will lie
people, which are called by my name,
Bootleg beverage, called whiskey, is to Camden early yesterday morning the supper at 6.30 followed by a short
changed to that effect. The present
shall humble themselves, and pray, and
and
with
the
county
attorney
began
an
said
to
be
at
the
bottom
of
the
whole
law forbids all cottagers, whether res
business session at which the amend
seek my face, and turn from their idents of the State or not, from en affair, and the apparent purpose < f the immediate inquiry.
ments to the constitution and by-laws
wicked ways; then will I hear from
Dr. Crockett states that the victim’s read at the December meeting will he |
gaging in lobster fishing. The com Sunday afternoon gathering at the
heaven, and will forgive their sin. and
mission will also ask the repeal of stable was to "down" a quart of this left eye was more dilated than the voted ep. The speaker of the evening
will heal tfieir land.—2 Chronicles 7:14. all 200 special smelt laws, which relate liquor, which had been obtained from right- that thpre was hloodcoaingfrom
will be W. B. Moore, tormerly secre
both nostrils, and there were bruises tary ot the Chamber of Commerce of
to the times and methods Of smelt some unknown source.
The members of the party, in addi on the mouth.
Dayton, Ohio, Oklahoma City, nnd
In these times of general head-shak catching and which are difficult to en
Conflicting stories were told to ac Portland. Maine. Mr. Moore has had
tion to Knowlton and Turner, were
force.
ing and gloomy forecasts it is refresh
Harry Marshall, Leon Poland and count for the money which had been in all 19 years experience in the secre
* • • •
in Knowlton’s possession—said to have tarial field, and has a wide und varied
ing now and then to hear a speaker
As the result of a growing demand for Lewis Bachelder. Search was being
sounding the clearer notes of optimism. I jmprovej roads from farms to markets. onducted yesterday for Poland, as the been between $30 and $40. Poland’s experience. He will take as his theme
information on that subject Is await "Building tile Community,” which Is
Such an occasion was that of Sunday a bill is to be introduced in the Legis officials are anxious to see how his
story checks up with that told by ed with interest. Whether it corrobo one of .the hardest subjects to cover
lature
asking
provision
for
construc

morning, when Rev. Dr. Irving B. Mower
rates the story told by Turner to the known in the Chamber of Commerce
tion of highways to enable the pro Turner.
secretary of the United Baptist Con ducer to more easily reach the con
The five men assembled in the stable authorities will have an important field, Mr. Moore is a convincing
speaker, of a very high order, and the
vention of Maine, delivered from the sumer. The hill is being drawn by about 3 o'clock Sunday’ afternoon. The bearing on the case.
Knowlton was about 45 years of age people of Rockland are indeed fortu
First Baptist pulpit in this city a Hon. Frank E. Guernsey of Dovet- proprietor was not present at the time,
Foxcroft, ex-Representative to Con having gone to North Waldoboro with and was engaged in ihe Jitney business. nate to be able to have his services at
highly interesting and informing re
Another member of the quintet is this time. He will also speak on the
Rockland undertaker. On his re
gress and now acting as attorney for
view of the achievements of the church the Maine Federation of Agricultural turn at 7 o'clock he found Knowlton said to be in quite a serious condition benefits of the State Pier to this sec
tion of Maine.
during the momentous period of re Associations. During the next two asleep on the floor of the harness room, as the result of this debauch.
It is not unlikely that an investiga
This is a proposition on which there
construction covering the past five years, it is understood that farmers his feet next to the stove, and his
will not attempt to halt all road con head lying on some rubbish, drewl tion will also be made as to the source does not seem to be a full understand
years. When President Wilson, Dr struction, as they realize the necessity from the mouth having run onto the from which the liquor came.
ing ot just what the State Pier will
Mower said, announced the principle K, completing trunk line under way left side of his coat.
Tragedies traceable to this kind of mean to us. Another proposition on
Mr. Carleton, who had been having | drink have become alarmingly frequent which Mr. Moore will without a doubt
that the strong nations should seek the They believe, however, work on both
welfare of the weak, his words paved I classes of roads can be performed at a very hard day, suggested lo Turner, of late.
speak will lie the Kennebec bridge, in
the same time.
which he is very much interested stat
the way for the Washington Confer
ing in a letter to Secretary MacDon
ence for Disarmament, the greatest
ald1 that he was for the bridge 101) per
So far as can be learned the Asso
TO SISTER’S
cent. It will no doubt be interesting
forward step in ihe history of the ciated Industries of Maine will not
to know just what the viewpoint of the
modern world. Gradually the world seek any legislation at this session
Portland people is on this proposition.
and it is understood that this organii
had been slipping away from its ideals, [ation, composed of many of the lead
The sale of tickets has been so very
Heroic
Boston
Nurse
Started
This
Morning
On
Horseback
but in these five years great forward ing manufacturers and business men
large that Secretary MacDonald fears
ome may he turned away. This is
progress has been made. We will never of the State, is not particularly inter
Over Drifted Roads To Clark Island.
just one of a series of meetings which
go back to the old ways. Christian este-l in any measure mentioned among
will be held throughout the winter and
those as likely to be introduced with
idealism and statesmanship are more the exception of the 48-hour bill, which
at which speakers from out of town
At
times
it
did
not
look
as
though
Mounted on horse-back this morn
and more to prevail. While the Inte;
will be heard on subjects which will be
will probably be fought to a finish.
church Movement was in many re This bill, if it makes its appearance at ing, an indomitable Boston nurse that train would get through, but it of vital interest to every citizen of
Rockland.
spects, the speaker said, a failure, it this session—and it is very likely to— Lucy Edwards by name, set her face j finally pullod into Rockland station
will come through the medium of the
nearly
three
hours
late.
There
was
no
has supplied a background upon whicl» initiative and referendum. The bill
southward toward Clark Island, the conveyance in waiting, but Miss Ed
TEN STRAIGHT NOW
there is to be presented a demon can be passed as it is, it can be re
thought
cf
14
miles
of
barricaded
roads
wards
was
able
to
get
a
horse,
and
rode
jected,
or
a
substitute
can
be
pro

stration of great things for this coun
vided. Should it be passed in its orig nowise altering her determination to thereon to the home of her brother, dockland’s Impregnable Polo
try and the world. Here in Maine, Dr.
inal form, then it becomes a law. sub be at the bedside of her sister. Miss Peter Edwards, who resides on upper
Team Is Looking For More
Mower declared, we are doing our part ject to referendum within 60 days on
Rose Edwards, who is ill with pneu Limerock street.
Worlds To Conquer.
in this general work and especially in petitions bearing 10,000 names. If the
monia.
As the Clark Island telephone line
caring for our 125,000 citizens of for lawmakers defeat the bill or pass a
Miss Edwards, who graduated last was out of order this morning it was
substitute measure, they must give
The Rockland polo team won its 10th '
eign blood. The weak churches in the their reasons for so doing, and then
year from Waltham Hospital, was on impossible to lelarn when Miss Edwards straight game Saturday night, when I
State should have our support, he said, | their action, together with the bill as
a case Sunday when she received a arrive'd, but that she did arrive her it defeated Portland 8-4. The visitors
ill be subject
■d 4 to 3 midway of the game, but
for these are among the rivulets that | brought before them.
telegram announcing her sister’s seri relatives d-oubt not, for she is an ath- in the last half of the second period
help swell the great streams for the to the 90-day referen-d n provision—
ous
illness.
Hastily
securing
a
sub

that is, the whole question must go
lectic girl, a devotee of the great out could not stop those two impetuous •
world's redemption. Dr. Mower is an before the voters of the State within
stitute, she took the first train for doors, and was inspired by a sister's ponies, St, Anbin and Therrien.
able thinker and speaker and his vis I 90 days.
Portland made a brave stand in the I
Rockland.
suffering.
last period, but the mischief had been
its here are always welcome.
I
done. Just to show that the visitors;
It is asserted that the members of
lid not let the game go by default, i
Augusta despatches give currency to the Associated Industries feel that
Purcell had 53 stops, while Buker was [
this is not the time to introduce such
THE SNOW FLEET
WATERMAN
’
S
BEACH
a report that Associate Justice Albert a bill in the Legislature, for the rea
kicking out 39.
The score:
M. Spear is to resign from the Su son that readjustment of industry and
Schooner William Bisbee, Eldridge,
There she blows! Ware away two
Rockland: St. Anbin lr, Skinner 2r, .■
preme Bench Feb. 1. This is not un business is not sufficiently advanced
Therrien c, Wright hh, Purcell g, ;
to make the consideration of a propo is at New York, for return business, points off the port bow!
expected, for Judge Spear would then
Portland: Y’ale lr, McCabe 2r, Wood
sition of this kind feasible. They point but may tie up on account of coal
Who would have thought our whale
have arrived at the age of retirement out that conditions four or five years shortage.
would have got as far east as the Bay bury c, Shaughnessey hb, Buker g.
rirst Period
on a pension basis. He has been on hence may be different, bat just at
of Fundy? The last I heard ot it, it
Schooner Lavinia M. Snow, Strout.
1 Portland—Yale
..................... 2.1
the Supreme Bench since 1909, and has this particular time, it would be a good was last reported having put into Nor was going up the Kennebec River,
idea to let well enough alone
suppose it intended to have its young 2 Rockland—St. Aubin .............. 6.4
helped maintain the high standard
The initiative petitions on the 48 folk for harbor. She is light from New up there and ijlll the river with baby 3 Portland—Y’ale .........••............. 3.38 |
Second Period
which the Supreme Court of Maine has hour law, as previously stated, have York, and will load dry boards at whales. Brother Jellison tells us that
port.
4 Rockland—Therrien ...............
always, enjoyed. He has richly earned been in circulation for several months Palatka for a Sound
he
has
been
appointed
a
committee
of
* • • «
5 Portland—McCabe .................
and it will be necessary for the advo
one to learn the truth about the story
the State's pension provision, but in
Schooner Wawenock has arrived at
cates of the measure to get 12,000 sig
My knowledge about whales is very 6 Rockland—Therrien ..............
each of Maine’s 16 counties there will natures.
Charleston, S. C., light from New Y’ork, limited. Of course in my old coasting 7 Portland—Y’ale .........................
reporting loss of anchor, a broken days 1 have seen schools of them at sea 8 Rockland—St. Aubin ..............
... *
be sincere regret that he is to leave
9 Rockland—Therrien ..............
windlass and minor damages. She will j and ’ at on„ llme", 8a w
whale in
■the circuit. Men of his type are not
The announcement of committees load dry boards for New York.
0 Rockland—Therrien ...............
;
large
room
in
one
of
the
buildings
on
may feature this afternoon's session of
too plentiful.
1 Lockland—St. Aubin ..............
_
,
„
,
”
’
*
i
the
Harvard
College
grounds
at
Camthe Maine Legislature. Another in
Third Period
Schooner
Helvetia,
Greenwood,
sail:
bridgp
.
It
something
less
than
teresting matter connected with the
12 Rockland—St. Aubin ............. 6.09 1
It was good judgment and a courte second week will be the selection of ed fromi New York on. or about. Dgc. 100 fePt ,ong a7d by lts looks lt was
Score, Rockland 2, Portland 4. I
13 for Charleston to load dry boards. I oyer lu0
„ old , wiu ,eave the
ous act on the part of President Hard floor leaders, and party caucuses will She has not yet reached her desti-j rest of ,he story ln thp hands of Rushes, St. Aubin 10, Y’ale 5. Stops, |
ing to offer Herbert Hoover the In be held early with that step in view.
nation, and the owners believe that Brother Bvown and Boze Brnwn tells Pur -ell 33, Buker 39. Referee, Wins- [
Harvey D. Granville of Parsonsfield,
terior Department portfolio, soon to be Col. William Tudor Gardiner of Gardi she has been blown off. They are • us hp has been on a whaUng voyage low. Timer, Davies. Scorer, Phitbrook.
made vacant by the resignation of Sec ner; George A. Wing. Jr., of Auburn naturally somewhat anxious about her. and Boze ,s an Old-time schoolmaster,
• ♦ ♦ •
but cite many cases
of wherevessels, Th
should knpw sometbing about
retary Fall. But it was also charac and Mark A. Barwise of Bangor have have beenmuch longer on that
Rockport Wins Overtime
pas- j the fact> ,f the good people of Calals
The Lime Company polo team of I
teristic of Secretary Hoover to de all been mentioned for Republican sa*e'
[ believe the ancient book they will be
House leadership. Senator Taber D
Rockport added to its laurels Friday |
cline the transfer because he has Bailey of Penobscot, a former Presi
------------------------------------------ j obliged to swallow both Jonah and the night, by defeating the Rockland Day
Telephone that Item of news to The whale. As for Ike Jim and Sereney, I Dreams 4 to 3. The game was tied at |
undertaken a departmental reorgani dent of the Senate, is likelj-* to be
zatlon in the Department of Commerce, I chosen as Republican Senate leader, on Courier-Gazette, where thousands of ; still hope they are enjoying the movies the end of the third period, the win
I
C. D. S. G.
aijd “the job is not yet complete." account of his Previous experience as readers will see it.
ning score being made in 22 seconds I
1
, a member of that body.
of overtime play by Whittier. Lane's
Thoroughness is the first law with
Mark j Bartlett of Waterville or
work in the goal was a feature of the
Secretary Hoover and it is one of the Herbert E. Holmes of Lewiston will be
contest, and incidentally a lifesaver |
many things about this cabinet officer I the Democratic House leader. Mr.
for Rockport. The score:
| Bartlett was the Democratic candidate
Rockport. Osborne lr, Calderwood 2r, |
that the whole country approves.
for Speaker and has had previous serv
Whittier c, Williams hb, Lane g.
ice in the House. Mr. Holmes is a
Day Dreams: Robishaw lr, Stevens I
Members of the Rockland Chamber new man in the Legislature but was
lr, Williamson 2r, Ingerson c, Mank |
hb, Day g.
of Commerce will have the pleasure State librarian in 1911 and 1912. As
there are but three Democratic mem
First Period
tonight of listening to a man who will
bers in the Senate, the formality of
Goal
Won by
Made by
Time I
Every Suit and Overcoat
talk about community building, with a choosing a Democratic Senate leader
1 Rockport—Whittier ........ 7.03 |
must
be
sold
before
Feb.
I
st.
thorough knowledge of his subject, for I will probably be dispensed with.
Second Period
2 Day Dreams—Robishaw .... 14.5
Walter B. Moore has been at the Job
Come in and pick a winner.
Third Period
the greater part of his life, and in
You’ll save $2.50 to $10. on
3 Day Dreams—Stevens ........
various parts of the country. What he
4 Rockport—Osborne ................. 7.10 I
any Suit or Overcoat you
5 Rockport—Whittier .............. 1.53
has to say on that subject and about
select.
fi Day Dreams—Ingerson ........ 2.02 |
the State Pier and Kennebec Bridge
Overtime
■will be of much importance.
Yes, your size is here NOW.
7 —Rockport—YVhittier ..................

Notary Public.

BEDSIDE

China
Cabinet,

$38°°

M
Oak Dining $1 2.00
Table at
W
Rigidly made, nicely finished.
Appropriate as the displaytr
and preserver of fine china.
Made with three panel front,
center swinging glass door.
Many cabinets to choose from
in a display priced at

A popular value from our din
ing table display during the
sale is this Colonial table, ex
tension top. Finished in a
fumed or golden oak. Either
a 42- or 48-inch top. Strongly
made. Rightly priced at

$38.00

$18.00

Chiffonier $16-5°

Leather
Chair,

$38*00

The one here shown exempli
fies the utmost in solid com
fort. Has hair filled turkish
pillow arms, deep restful
seat and wide back. Equipped
with easy rolling steel cas
tors.
Leather
upholstery.
Priced at

$38.00

Only a limited number of
these Chiffoniers will be avail
able at the price quoted. They
are in the oak or mahogany
finish.
Five-drawer
style,
have wood turned drawer
pulls. In the Queen Anne and
straight line design.

Pre inventory Sale

All Maine learned with sorrow yes- I
terday of the death of Hon. Frederic |
E. Boothby. The blow was especially
felt in Portland and Waterville, how- I
ever, for he had served both cities as
mayor. He was general passenger
agent of the Maine Central for half a |
century, and knew the State as few
others knew it. As a public official I
he had done more than his share, and |
had done it right well.

GOOD

CIGARETTES

10*

I

-

GENUINE

“BULL”
K

DURHAM

Maybe this Is an open winter. Wei
have a suspicion that we are standing |
in a draught most of the time.

y-lo-23-;ju uni

TOBACCO

CHEAPER HYDRANTS NOW

HSOU) EVERYWHERE

Ryzon

Vinalhaven Complained At Water
Rates and Reduction Was Agreed
Upon.

By order of the Public Utilities Com
mission the Vinalhaven Water Com
pany has been permitted to file and
make effective Jan. 1, 1923, a schedule
establishing the yearly rental for 20
hydrants and other municipal services
to the town of Vinalhaven at $2000.
This is a reduction from the previous
yearly rental of $2500 which was al
leged by the citizens of the town to be
unreasonable, unjust and discrimina
tory. A hearing was held on the mat
ter and the reduced rate as above
stated was mutually agreed upon.

i

BAKING POWDER
izs e, /ess

Lsu *

V

Big discount on all Hats,
Trousers, Caps and Furnish
ings.
We have a few Men’s Over
coats for $12. and $14.40
that are worth double the
price.
Specials for today and to
morrow:
100 pairs Boys’ Knicker
bockers worth $1.50 and
$2.00; now 95c.
Boys’ all wool nicely tail
ored Mackinaws, $6.80.
Men’s .Leather Palm Mitts,
39c.
Remember—Deductions in
every department.

DONSON
Tho Reliable and Satisfactory

I

Psychic and Spiritual

MEDIUM

A local osteopath, making her Mon Can be consulted every Tuesday and
day rounds on snow shoes, thought she Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
could plough through the drifts like
23 PARK STREET
her 4)ig Bu1ck, but came to grief in a
big bank on Lincoln street. After that APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
she proceeded in low.
136‘tf

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

Score, Rockport 4, Day Dreams 3. |
Referee, Morrill. Scorer, Max Dyer.

EMPIRE THEATRE
Patrons of .the popular Empire will
have another opportunity Thursday,
only, of seeing two great pictures on
the same program. Rex Beach's great
story of the outdoors will be presented
as the leading feature "The Iron Trail."
In the midst of this continuous battle
of waiting upon the advance of civil
zatlon, Murray O’Neil, affectionately
called the "Irish Prince,” and Curtis
Gordon, an unscrupulous promoter,
meet and fight for the right to run a
railroad in the heart of the precious
gold country.
Physically, O'Neil and Gordon were
well matched, both were big men, with
dominating personalities and each at
tracted a following that stood ready at
all times to fight 'in proof of their
loyalty to their leaders, And fight they
did, with fists and stones and clubs
and guns, when at last they met on a
litle patch of ground, nine feet square,
that each faction wanted and needed
for its railroad right-of way. Gordon’s
crowd got there first, and by trickery
tried to hold the line against the ad
vance of O’Neil 's men, but in the bat
tle that ensued, Gordon’s men were
routed and the O'Neil railroad went
triumphant through.
In the wilds of Alaska, where untold
wealth, brawn and brain, explosives
and steel, two beautiful girls play
prominent parts, sharing the perils and
the hardships and bravely standing by
the men in their struggles against the
rigid barriers of the frozen northtand
and the dangerous men in the opposing
camp. Their was a battle of love
brought to a happy conclusion when
their heroes triumphed in their long,
hard struggle. The companion feat
ure is Norma Talmadge
in "Not
Guilty.”—adv.

3-Piece Cane Set, Covered In
Tapestry,

$135.0°

A cane set of three pieces, comprising a long daven
port, arm chair and high back Wing chair, makes an
attraction in our living room furniture section. Seats
are loose, down filled, over a network of spring con
struction; backs and side panels being of woven
cane. Frames finished in mahogany. Covering is
a combination of two-tone velour, which lends a
most distinctive tone to the pieces.

URIIU llR

F F furniture
company
ROCKLAND, MAINE

P
i id Ll

kN»'

EVERY BOY AND GIRL
IS IIAPPY
when they acquire the saving habit and depodit their
money with the Rockland National Bank. Remember

that every dollar saved is a step nearer success.
New accounts are invited

4 /o

Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
MEMBER FEDERAL “RESERVE SYS! EM

r

■/

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January .9, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town
*
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COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jan. 9—Banquet and Open Forum of Rock
land Chamber of Commerce In the Vniversallst vestry.
Jan. 9—Knox County Supreme Court begins.
-.Jan. 10—Installation of Rockland Encamp
ment. Public to Odd Fellows.
Jan 10—Picnic supier and speaker at the
Business and Professional Women’s Club.
Jan. 11—Ladies' auction and luncheon at
Country Club, 12.30 o’clock.
Jan. 15—Pa rent-Teacher Association meet
ing. High School Assembly Hall, at 7.30
Jan. 17—Public installation of Aurora Lodge.
F & A M
Jan. 18—Ladles’ and gentlemen's supper end
suction at Country Club.
Jan. 18—'Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Jan. 18—Postponed meeting of the Charity
Club, with Mrs O. E. Blackington, Llmerock
street.
Jan 19—Household Arts Exhibit (public) M [
E. church by Women’s Educational Club.
Jan. 19 (7 15)—/Regular Educational Club,
Methodist vestry. Address: "Phases of Twen
tieth Century Citizenship,” by Rev. Ralph H. J
Hayden of Camden.
Jan. 19—Guest day of the Rubinstein Club.
Feo. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 12-17—The Community Food Fair at

the Arcade

Feb. 22—’Washington’s Birthday.
March 5—City election.

1 cigarettes

TURKISH

VIRGINIA
BURLEY

15

MY TRIP TO ORONO

__ »

SHEET MUSIC 15c

SOUTHEND
GARAGE

It. U. Collins, 375 Main street, will
Mrs. A. T. Smith, the nurse, is stay
assist you in making out your income
ing at Mrs. Mary Burkett's, 75 Broad
tax returns.—adv.
2-4
street, Tel. «69-M.
4-6

DANCE
GOLDEN CROSS HALL

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 10
EMMA HARVEY’S ORCHESTRA

JOHN A. STEVENS, Prop.
PAINTING AND REPAIRING
First Class Work Guaranteed
Now is the time to have your car
put in first class shape for
next season
Distributor for
AMERICAN
SIX
The Modern Car
To See is to Appreciate
4*lt

^WFurs

20 Cents
Specials
F

15 Cents
V. F. Studley

Bring your collection in. Trade
face to face and get your
money on the spot; it is the
most satisfactory way to do
business.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

125S-tf

//

’ The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is having a
mark down sale on Winter Coats, sale
starting Friday and continuing through
to Wednesday.
2-5

The Attractive
Woman

10

Fred C. Dyer is in New York attend Knox County Girl Who Was a Delegate
The choir of the Methodist church
will hold its rehearsal at 7.30 Wednes ing the big automobile show that has
To U. of M. Meeting. ✓
day evening, on account of last night's the whole motor world by the ears. He
expects to return Thursday.
storm.
I would like to give the boys and
The meeting of Aurora Lodge, which girls of Knox county a brief .outline of
Knox County Supreme Court, which
was to have convened this morning, was to have been heid tomorrow night, my trip to Orono, as a delegate for the
has been postponed one week on-ac has been postponed, owing to the in
Knox County Boys' and Girls’ Club and
count of the illness of Judge L. B. ability of the prospective candidates to
1 know of no better way than through
be present.
Deasy, who is to preside.
the columns of The Courier-Gazette.
The conductor who thought that the I arrived at the University of Maine
J. F. Cooper, local agent of the NewEngland Mutual, was pretty well up in power was off yesterday, found after on the memorable day of our big storm
the king row after last year’s busi a considerable wait that the car was Dec. 28, 1922. After registering we had
ness had, been .tabulated. His name ap suffering from that good old fashioned a social hour in which to get acquaint
ed and then supper. We were enter
disease—“trolleyoff."
pears sixth in the printed list.
tained for the evening at Alumni Hall
It will be necessary to be provided in various ways, including interesting
A large quantity of plaster fell from
the hallway ceiling in the second story with a ticket if you attend the Chamber speches by Robert Tate, a college
of the Custom House block on Main of Commerce banquet in the Univer- freshman. Dean Merrill and Mrs. Min
street Saturday, narrowly missing a saiist vestry tonight. In this way only nie Allen, also with moving pictures
of the pageant that took place at the
man, who had just descended the stair can reservations be made.
U. of M. last summer.
way.
The next day was assigned for our
The Knox County Amateur Radio
A check for $300 has been handed by Club will hold its annual' meeting Jan. tour of the campus. Of course all of
Nelson B. Cobb to Joseph Robinson. 15, Monday, at Davies’ jewelry store you know what a beautiful day that
treasurer of the First Baptist church, | at 7.30. Election of officers, a buzzer was (forEskimos) but we should worry
representing a bequest of the late class and perhaps a new lecturer will when we have M. D. Jones of the U. of
M, to wield a snow shovel. Our tour
Mary Elizabeth Cobb, who was a de- i be some of the attractions,
was very interesting, taking us thnAgh
voted member of that church.
j
---------1
Miss Jeanette Saunders, daughter of the barns, the -home economics depart
The steam trawler Snipe, which had Mr. and Mrs. Ansel C. Samplers of ment, many of the most interesting
been the subject of alarming rumors Granite street, has the distinction of hails, the University press and the col
along the street, arrived Sunday with j being the first baby to arrive in the lege store.
The afternoon devoted to amuse
180,000 pounds of fresh fish and coaled i new Silsby Maternity Hospital. She
for Boston. The craft had not been will have hef birthday parties on the ment. The stunts performed by the
various clubs were most interesting
overdue nearly as long as reported. fifth of January.
and humorous. Several of the club
and the officials of the Deep Sea Fish
Miss Maud Reilly, Red Cross nurse, members gave readings and piano se
eries, Inc., did not share the prevail
The Hampden
Highland
will discuss her work, and local con lections.
ing anxiety.
ditions at tomorrow- night's meeting of team gave a very instructive sewing
demonstration.
Mis. Grace P. T. Knudson, Castine, the Business & Professional Women's
The last evening,was one to be re
is the present State Chairman of the Club. The members are requested to
Art Committee of the Maine Federa- provide themselves with a box lunch, membered. mostly because of the fine
tlon of Women’s Clubs. She is the , Tea and coffee will be on sale at the banquet which was prepared for us
and the entertaining and instructive
one who sends out the exhibit of - club room.
program that went with it. How we
Hou-sehdld Arts to be on display in j
-----this city Jan. 19. at the Methodist vesThe postponed installation of Edwin did cheer the chef and he certainly de
try. She also prepares the art lecture ’ Libby Relief Corps Thursday night will served it.
The Maine Central Railroad prizes
on''Tietter Homes," describing a mod- be private. Mrs. Minnie Clark, one of
ern library, living room, hull, kitchen, the past presidents, will he the install were awarded iby Mr. Shibles, the State
dining and reception room, according ing officer. Mrs. Lydia Cahill will be leader, and the State-champions were
to approved standards in present day obliged to omit her official visit, on presented with certificates by Dean
art. You can attend at your convent- account of the weather, if conditions Leon S. Merrill. The contest was
ence afternoon or evening.
are favorable the installation of the brought to a fitting close by Club
: Post officers will take place at the same songs and cheers, and dancing. Ail
decided it was the 'End of a Perfect
There s a polo player out in ^lew , time. Refreshments will be served.
Day.”
Bedford who admires the Rockland i
___
It is impossible for me to do justice
team as much as we do here at home.
A Bangor special saws:
"Frank
to my trip for you would have had
but he is not ready to believe that it is I prescott of Rockland, serving a senthe best semi-professional team in ex- . tence jn county jail for obtaining goods to be there to appreciate the kindness
istence. To back up his belief halfback under false pretences, is likely to make cf everyone, the educatiohal and the
Mitchell te coming next week with a a tour of Maine courts.
Warrants humorous parts of the program, but it
Pawtucket team, which has challenged . iiave been seht here from Washington was just wonderful, every minute.
There was quite a lively debate on
Cap’n St. Aubin s pets to ,a series of j county and county attorneys of Waldo
three games, after which the winner iand Somerset are investigating corn- the question whether the other coun
will lay claim to the New England I plaints. Prescott, known also as Davis, ties should buy an incubator for Mr.
championship. The names and details, had a Habit of posing as a prosperous Shibles to raise children to reptresent
will be announced in good season. With ; voung fu,.lnP1- and buying on install- Knox County (he and I being the only
Brockton this week and New Bedford j ,llents livishing hls purchases on a Knox representatives present), but it
was decided that Knox County could
next week, the local fans have a glori- young woman in Orland.” The prison
stand on its own feet—so I think it is
ous fortnight ahead of them.
cr has not been a resident of Rockland up to us boys and girls to show the
for quite a number of years and is no
The two younger children of Oscar connection of the family to which a other counties that we can stand on
E. Blackington. Kenneth of Rockland highly esteemed Rockland young man our own feet. Let us try and give Mr.,
Shibles a large delegation this year.
and Carl A. of Waterville—were acci of the same name beltings.
I wish to thank the girls df the
dentally omitted from the extended bio
Noripalso Sewing Club, also the pople
graphical sketch which appeared in
The local hotels were crowded last of Union for making my trip possible
Saturdays’ issue in connection with night, many storm-stayed travelers be
I surely appreciate -it.
Mr. Blackington's birthday. Kenneth ing among the guests. At the Thorn
Lucille M. Jones.
Blackington is salesman for Albert H.| (like Hotel were 38 rugged looking men.
Union. Me.
Weinbrenner & Co.. « Milwaukie
i principally frorn Deer Isle, Brooklin
concern, covering Maine, New Damp- j and Sargentville, who were bound for
The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
shire,
Vermont
and
Northeastern I Ijak„ Hopatcong. N. J., to cut ice for Main and Elm streets, is having a
Massachusetts. Carl A. Blackington is | the Mountain Ice Co., which formerly mark down sale on Winter Coats, sale
a member of the Kennebec County , had a piant at sargentville. C. K. Fos- starting Friday and continuing through
Bar, making a tine success of his ter, who engaged the laborers, was to Wednesday.
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chosen profession, and exceptionally on hand to see that the whole group
popular there.
was assembled. Among the men was
Edward O’B. Gonia wishes to an
Bert Eastman, who formerly resided nounce the opening of a kitchen fur
Manager Packard of the Arcade was here, and whose home is now in Little
nishing department with everything at
fortunate enough to get Brockton as Deer Isle. He made inquiries concern attractive prices. White paint, new
Rockland's polo competitor for this ing some of the boys with whom he paper racks and shelving has made a
week and the games will be played used to play ice polo in those good old
decided improvement. Drop in and
Thursday and Friday nights.
The days over on the Marsh. Incidentally
give me the once over.—adv.
Brockton team is not one of those he made a call upon his brother, Fred
which visited Rockland last season, and Eastman, a well known local musician.
The Business and Professional Wom
will be composed wholly of players new
en's Club will hold a rummage sale at
to the local fans. Woodward, late of
House-Sherman, Inc., is the name their rooms, 14 Elm street, Saturday
the Worcester league team, will play of Rockland's newest
corporation, at 2 o’clock.
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first rush, and Wiley, a brother of the which has taken over the business of
famous leaguer, will play second. the Rockland Storage Battery Ex
Tiragga, the halfback, is another big change, anil which Is located in the
NOTICE
Tiie copartnership heretofore existing be
league man. The other members o£‘now stafiley building nearly opposite
the Brockton team are Healey and Rankin block. The corporation is cap tween Stinson Hooper. Aleck M. Borland and
Herman IV. Staples, ail of Swan's Iskind, in
Townsend. Will Rockland's remark italized at $10,000 and its officers are: the
County of Hancock and State of Maine, has
able string of victories be broken by President, Frank S. Sherman:
vice been dissolved by. mutual consent. All persons
having
demands against the firm are requested
this combination?
president, Robert II. House; treasurer, to present
them to Herman W. Staples for pay
Calviin Austin; secretary. Ernest C. ment and all parties Indebted to the concern
The next speaker engaged for the House; clerk, Charles T. Smalley. are requested to remit to hint.
Stinson Hooper, Aleck SI. Borland, Herman
Woman’s Educational Club course of The business was Inaugurated some
IV. Staples
evening lectures will be a new one years ago by Ernest C. House, who
Dated January 3, 1923.
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fqr a Rockland audience and one of subsequently took Calvin Austin Sher
exceptional power and eloquence. Rev. man into partnership. The growth of
Ralph H. Hayden, pastor df St. Thomas the business was such as to demand
Episcopal church, Camden. The cor new quarters, and expansion generally.
nerstone for an artistic new stone The concern does a general electric and
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
church of this denomination opposite contracting business and deals in au
Tki Famous Sheet Music you too edverthe Camden Y. M. C. A.', has recently tomobiles and supplies.
tiled in nil the leading mainlines. Over
been laid and the edifice promises to
2290 selections—send for catalogue.
be an important addition , to Camden’s
As advertised, on account of the
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, MaJ
many beautiful features. Mr. Hayden's storm Monday Fuiler-Cobb-Davis will
address will be practical and timely— continue their 9 cent sale today from
' Phases of Twentieth Century Citizen 9 to 5.
ship." The public will be admitted to
this, and to the Household Arts ExR. U. Collins, 375 Main street, will
hib't to follow, Friday evening, Jan. assist you in making out your income
19. Place, Methodist vestry.
tax returns.—adv.
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Donson, the Medium, will he at his
office Jan. 9 and y), 29 Prrk street.—
,
adv.

SHEET MUSIC

The regular meeting of the Knox
County Ministerial Association was
held yesterday, with good attendance,
pastors being present from Camden,
Wa'-ren, Union and this City. Rev. J
M. Ratcliff led the discussion with a
paper on “Church Federation.”
He
dealt with the matter as handled in
Indiana, and was peculiarly able to do
so as it wias his thesis subject in col
lege. The Methodist ladies served one
of their justly famous dinners.

ACjout 40 members of Rockland Lodge,
B. P. O. E. ploughed through last
night's storm to -be present at the offi
cial inspection. E. D. Noyes, district
deputy grand exalted ruler, who is
well along in years, came all the way
from Waterville to keep his date, and
the Rockland brethren tried to show
how much they appreciated his pluck
and spirit. He in turn, was well
pleased With the lodge's showing.
Sumner T. Perry was initiated.

WE BUY

All the latest song hits

./or

Weather This Week
Washington, Jan. 7.—Weather out
look for week beginning- Monday In • The I-’irst Baptist choir -rehearsal
the North Atlantic states: Con’slderable will he held in the vestry Wednesday
cloudiness: o'-raslnnal snows and rains, evening.
cold at beginning, normal temperature
thereafter.
Frank Moon has opened a confection
ery store and pool room in the building
King Solomon Temple Chapter has recently vacated by Robert Magune,
work on the mark degree Thursday machinist.
night.
The annual meeting of the Rockland
The Past Officers' Association meets Loan & Building Association, which
Wednesday evening in Masonic Temple. wus to have been held last night, will
Chicken supper will be furnished.
be held Wednesday evening at 7.30.

Get a box of Mi-O-Na stomach tab
lets at any druggist and stop all dis
tress. Relieves indigestion, or money
back.-—adv.

CHIC1 SEMI-TAILORED MODEL

Clerk of Courts Griffin called Su
preme Court to order'thls morning and
adjourned the session till next Tues
day at 10 a. m. The audience con
sisted of one large, good naured dep
uty sheriff, yCleped I. Newton Morgan.

After touring the State of Florida
Carl W. Simimons has located in St.
Petersburg, the ‘'Sunshine'City,” where
he has gone into business with A. E.
Foster, formerly of Rockland.
Mr.
J'fro
Simmons writes that he likes very
1 AMERICAN 7WACCO CO I
much, and finds about 400 Maine tour
liiUlU',l|M!ymtll|lUUmiHHliaiHliltitiilliia<ublillllUHllllHimtfi?
ists in the city, which makes it seem
P3-Jan 9-16-23-36 full
quite like home. “The winter here is
like our summers,” he says, “fishing,
Word reaches here that Camden is gulfing, bathing, dancing, and barn
having something of a scarlet fever
yard golf being the chief sports.”
epidemic.
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ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
456 Main St., Rockland
T-Th-127Janl8

is free from foot worry
She radiates cheer, good nature, hap
piness. She trips down the street with
freedom in every step. She may be a
home-maker, a professional woman or
a young business girl. She moves
about her work in home or office with
ease.
She knows from experience the con
nection between bodily comfort and
mental freedom, hence she dresses
with a view to securing both. She
knows that her feet arc an important
part of her anatomy; that to be at her
best physically, mentally—anywhere,
any time—she must be unconscious of
them.
The Cantilever Shoe is made with a
flexible shank which fits the arch of
the foot, giving helpful support with
out hampering the play of muscles. It
gives freedom to the toes and to the
whole foot structure. It permits bet
ter circulation.
Cantilever Shoes
induce correct poise—so necessary to
the proper functioning of every organ
of the body, which, physicians say,
means greater endurance, better health,
glowing color, increased physical charm.
In these shoes you don’t have to sac
rifice appearance for romfort. In them
you will find the neatly rounded toe and
medium heel of fashion.
Be fitted to a pair tomorrow and see
if you cannot end your particular foot
worries.

Cantilever shoes for women and men.
Sold in Rockland only by,
L. E. BLACKINGTON
Boots, Shoes, Clothing

80METHING TO QUARREL OVER
“What was that loag-di9tance tele
phone message?”
"A fellow in a neighboring town was
kicking about the length of our radio
waves," said the head of a broadcast
ing station. “He claimed they kept him
from ‘listening in' on a concert up In
Pittsburgh.”
“What did you tell him?”
"I asked him If he thought he owned
the air."
Hence the Lawyers.
“In the divorce court already?*’
“Yes."
"I thought they said they were made
for each other.”
“Matrimony Is like buying a bunga
low. You never know how many al
terations will be needed until after
you move in.”

Wise Woman.
"There’s one thing I don’t like about
Mr. Grabeoln."
"Whatr
•‘He doesn’t give his wife any credit
for hls success."
"He couldn't very well do that. She
didn't marry him until he was In a
position to give her the luxuries to
which she had been accustomed."

Piazza Persiflage.
"Last Tuesday evening," writes Miss
K. M, "we were sitting on the piazza
when mother remarked: ‘I wonder
why the mosquitoea are so bad to
night.’
“ ‘I guess you’ve forgotten, ma,’ said
my brother who la full of fun. ‘It’s
the first of the month, and every one
presents their bills, you know?”

TOO MUCH FOR HIM
1st Germ—WhaVe wrong with
you?
2nd Gann*—Oh heaven a; one of
those Infernal Cootlee has gotten an
me.

TWO BIG POLO NIGHTS
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, JAN. 11-12

All new faces on the visiting team—Woodward and Bragga from
the Big League; Wiley, a brother of the famous League star; Healey
and Townsend.
In Siberian squirrel gray Is this
charming aemi.tailored model.
The
front and back panels are longer than
the skirt and are very fashionable.

PLAIN SUITS

FOR

Tailored Model, Plain or Plaid, Re.
.
garded as Most Practical for
.
'
All-Around Wear.
/

Phyllis Pelllcane.

CARD OF THANKS
To students or Union High and the other
Wild friends who participated In raising a
rund for me In my present h»s, I wish Io ex
press heart felt gratitude and appreciation.
Mark L Amos.
Cotby College.
•
Waterville, Maine.

The charge for publltning a Card of Th.nir.
Is 50 cents, cash to aeoempany the order.
Poetry published with anAbiiuary la cbq
it M IS oeuts a Uae.
i
'J

TEL. 356

Matinee 2 P. M. daily, 10e, 17o
Evening, 6.45, 8.30,
17c, 22c
Thursday and Friday, 17c, 28e, Matinee
Night
PHONE 409

4

The best suit purchase, the one that
will certainly give the longest service,
is the perfectly plain tailored model,
whether of plain color or plaid, fabric.
Novelties In suits are shown Id great
numbers, hot as & matter of fact the
woman who gets the most for her
money In, the malter of clothes, buys
novel and more or less elaborate things
for home and evening wear and ad
heres to rather severe lines when se
lecting garments for street wear, no
matter whether a-frock or suit is un
der consideration.
A plain tailored suit Is good Just us
long ns It lasts, as skirt length Is never
settled by any cut-and-dried style rule.
Skirt width Is pretty nearly as Indi
vidual a subject The woman decides
how wide or how long her skirt shall
be, with Dame Fashion’s recommenda
tions used merely as a guide.
Suit manufacturers bring out all
sorts of novelties and oddities every
season In the hope of stimulating a
big business In suits. Bargain sales
at the end of each season usually find
a good many of these novelties and
oddities waiting for purchasers. This
season sees a suit line featuring the
fitted basque bodice, the redlngote or
dlrectolre type of garment, the straight
hip length coat and the conventional
seml-fltted coat, strictly tailored.
With all this variety, however, ac
cording to present Indications, the
straight line conventional- Fuit will be
the favorite.
Plaids and checks and a few attrac
tive mixtures give variety to the fab
ric lineup.

WEDNESDAY
WILTON LACKYE and
MRS. DeWOLF HOPPER
in a bombardment of truth
"WHAT'S WRONC WITH
THE WOMEN”
COMEDY
NEWS

TODAY—TUESDAY

THOMAS MEIGHAN
In George Ade's
“BACK HOME AND BROKE"

NEWS

COMEDY

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Rex Ingram’s Great Super Special

“TRIFLING

WOMEN”

with a big cast, including
LEWIS STONE and BARBARA LEMARR
A Drama cf Three Kinds of Love

Matinee Prices—17c, 28c. Night—28c, 35c
SATURDAY—TOM MIX in “DO OR DARE”

CLEAN!

THE
NEW

COZY1

EMPIRE

CHEERFULI

Theatre

SPECIAL PRICES ON THURSDAY—FEATURE DAY

THURSDAY ONLY
Rex Beach’s Great Story of Adventure

“THE

IRON

TRAIL”

with WYNDHAM STANDING, ALMA TELL, THURSTON HALL,
and a Big Cast of Favorites
f’OMUANION FEATURE

NORMA TALMADGE in “NOT GUILTY”
PRICES—MATINEE AND NIGHT—17c, 28c.

CHILDREN 10c

SEPARATE SKIRT FOR WINTER
Garment le In Demand Because of the
Popularity of Sweaters and
8hort Fur Coats.
Sweaters and short fur coats both
make a demand for separate skirts.
Therefore, these skirts are likely to
be worn through the winter, both In
fancy plaid woolens and In the regu
lation navy blue serge. Wool Jersey
Is another favorite material for the
separate skirt
The vogue of heavy weight material
for skirts Is largely on account of the
shorter coats that promise to be used
this winter, and that call for more
protection than was given by the sat
ins and silk materials used for wear
under the long coat
Apart from plaits, embroidery and
stitching are a few favored forma of
trimming. Where the skirt Is made
up plain, a band of some kind of em
broidery Is used around the bottom.
Gray wool embroidery on navy blue
serge Is well thought of and frequent
ly seen. Colored cross stitching that
suggests a broken plaid was used Inst
season and la still considered quite
good.
,
»

Products of Hand Loom.
Lltlle handkerchiefs of gayly colored
linen, often the product of the hand
loom, are seen In stores these days.
Some of them are edged In real Va
lenciennes or Armenian point, while
others show quaint designs done In
hand embroidery. Popular colors are
deep and dull blue, crush rose, tan,
brown and yellow.

CARD OF THANKS

*

USUAL PRICES—ORDER SEATS NOW.

SERVICE

Moyen Age Frocks.
Everywhere, at the openings of the
great Paris houses, were high collars,
long sleeves, and lines reminiscent of
the moyen age. Though this highnecked and long-sleeved mode Is new
—an ultra note—It Is not likely to be
the prevailing style In America this
Winter, though It will make Its first
appearance. It will have a tendency,
MARRIED
however, to make the open-necked
Pea ree-Dennison—Camden, Jan. 3, by Rev. dress a little higher, and the sleeves
Mr. GrtAfths, Aubrey L. Pease of Hope and
Miss Cora V. Dennison of Camden.
undoubtedly will be long, sometimes
Robbins-Mercbant—Yinalhavcn, Jan. 2. D. H close fitting or sometimes flaring.—
Gltdden, J P., Charles Robbins of Stonington
Good Housekeeping.
and Miss Lillian Merchant of Vinalhaven.

I wisli to express my thanks to ah my friends,
purses, and everyone who made my stay at
the Knox Hospital so pleasant.

RINK

ROCKLAND vs. BROCKTON

BORN
Davidson—Winchester, Mass, Jan. 1. to Mr
and Mrs. Albert Davidson, formerly of Thom
aston. a daughter, Patricia.
Lauth—VinaWiaven, Jan. —, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Lauth, a daughter
Saunders—Silsby Maternity Hospital, Jan. 5,
to Mr. and Mrs Ansel Saunders, a. daughter—
Jeannette.
Haskell—Silsby Maternity Hospital, Jan. 7,
to Mr. and Mrs. Janies A Haskell of North
Haven, a daughter Herschall Marion.
Standish—Waldoboro, Jan. 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Standish, a son.

DIED
Jones—Rending. .Muss.. Jan 3, Mrs Hosmer
Jones (formerly Grace Follett), aged 28 years.
Interment at Vlnnlliaven.
Davis -dtockport, Jan 8, Eveline X., wife
of Henry A Davis, aged 73 years. 4 months.
16 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 p. in.
Knowlton—Camden, tan 7, John D. Knowl
ton, Jr. aged about 45 years.
Sagt—Camden, Jan. 4, Miss Jillia Sage, aged
64 years.
Olson—North Cushing, Jan. 2, Katrina 1<
Olson, aged 53 years. 6 months, 26 days In
terment in Quincy, Mass.

ARCADE

AT THE

Winter Meals for Cows.
When It comes to figuring out an
economical winter ration for dairy
cows, the man with the silo has the
first necessity.

You Gan Talk to Practically
All the People in the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER
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SPECIAL JANUARY OFFEjt

==
=

A saving of $10.00 on a Made To Measure Suit
An All Wool Suit, made any style for

|

$30.00

J

1

=
EE

Regular $40.00 value
A small lot of ends 1 can make for $25.00

=
=

=
g

Also a few Uncalled For Suits, $20.00
Suits made from Customers’ Goods, $18.00

s

!

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

|e

i
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ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibihty of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the lers you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

j

Deposits arc received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

kit op
?At'the
||North Nation
Ban Kt

A VALUABLE
CONSIDERATION
CONSIDERATION for the financial wolfare
of our customers and the up-building of their
business has been the corner stone upon
which we have erected our business.

THIS Bank seeks the commercial accounts cf those who
desire a hank which takes a considerable interest in their
dffairs.
LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
MAIN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

$
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Every-Other-Day

MORE OR LESS

WALDOBORO
Ms. C. B. Stahl ad Miss Betty'
Stab. tvete in Ro.klaud Friday and!
Sat'..) day.
Miss Cordelia Barnard has returned
from a visit in Boston
|
Kenneth Kuhn has gone to New York ,
where he has employment at the Prince I
George. Bernard Kuhn is employed at
the same hotel.
Mr .and Mrs. James A. Duane have
returned from a two weeks trip to
B. »ton and Quincy. Mass.
Fred G. Boggs has been Spending
several days at home from Bath on
account of illness.
Dr. B. B. Mayo was called to Boston
last week by the death of his father.
Frederick A. Brummitt of Boston is
a guest of Mrs. Susan A. Matthews.
The Paragon Button Corporation
have opened the factory again after a
vacation of a week.
Mrs. Hadley H. Kuhn was in Rock
land Saturday.
Mrs. Herman Nash was in Rockland
Saturday.
Rev. O. G. Barnard is confined to
his l.ome by illness.
Mrs. John Duffy has returned from
Stonington.
Pearl Libby has closed his home and
gone to Waterville for the winter.
Waldoboro has reason to be proud
of the fact that on the first day of
January every non-resident tax had
been paid.
Miss Elsie McLaughlin, who has
been spending her vacation with her
Tfiother, Mrs. William McLaughlin, re
turned to her school Friday.
Henry P. Mason has returned from
Boston. Mrs. Mason has also returned
[rctn- Nobleboro.
The many friends of George Goding,
who was the first manager of the
creamery, will be glad to know that
he is Improving from his serious ill
ness at his home in Winthrop.
Mr.
Coding was stricken with typhoid fe
ver in September and has been crit
ically ill for three months.
The Whist Club held the first meet
ing of the season with Miss Marcia
Blaney, Friday evening. Eleven mem
bers and one guest. Miss Helen Jones,
were present. The prizes went to
Mrs. A. E. Boggs and Miss Blaney.
The committees for the three banquets
of the season have been sleeted as
follows: first. Mrs. Sanborn, Mrs. I.
Benner, Mrs. Wallace, Mrs. M. Kuhn;
second, Mrs. A. Benner. Mrs. H. Kuhn.
Mrs. Gay, Miss Blaney; third. Mrs.
Ixtbe, Mrs. Stahl, Mrs. Flint, Mrs.
Boggs.

1923.

Daddy's
ft Evei\ii\£
Fairy Tale

ANN FORREST
SUSS

Campbell Foster was once address
ing a Jury and was much annoyed by
Dlgby Seymour's carrying on a conver
sation the while.
-What They
Presently he lost all patience and,
in his best brogue, said: “PrnyK Mr.
Sayroour. be quiet."
DID YOU DREAM ABOUT CHEESE?
"My name Is not Snymour—It's Sey
mour!” corrected Dlgby, whereupon
4tpERHAPS," said Scrooge to the Foster angrily rejoined: "Then, sir. see
ghost of Marley when the old , morp nn(j gay less.”—London Tele
skinflint fell asleep by the fire and graph.
had the delightful Christmas dream
which Mr. Dickens has set down for
A Great Relief,
us, “perhaps you are hut a bit of un
“Par
digested cheese." And cheese, from
“Well, son?"
the days when Od.weus visited the
"What does It mean when a mem
dairy of the Cyclops In the early dusk ber of congress asks leave to extend
and dnwn of time down to the present his remarks in the Record?"
era, has always been considered to
“It usually means, ray son. great
have an Intimate relation to dreams. rejoicing among his collengues be
Especially If the cheese is gathered In cause they don't have to listen to any
the form of a Welsh rarebit.
more.”
Strange to say, with all this inti
mate connection and with all the cen
Cleaned.
turies given to a study of the sub
"It used to be whispered around that
ject, the authorities ^are far from Mr. Wadlelgh's fortune was tainted."
agreed upon the subject of Dreamland
“A competent lawyer attended to
cheeses. One expounder of the mystic that."
meaning of dreams declares that to
“Ehr
eat cheese In the visions of the night
“After he'd run Mr. Wadlelgh's for
foretells certain financial gain, while tune through a dozen loopholes In the
another declares that In order to have law there wasn't a spot on It.”
the cheese of your dreams bring yon
real money you must dream of making
it Instead of eating it
From an examination of all the best
dairy experts of Dreamland It Is evi
dent that there Is a subtle connection
between cheese and money. Some say
that to dream qf cheese Indicates that
while you will probably attain fortune,
at least you will have a long, hard
struggle In doing it.
One or two soothsayers are of the
opinion that tt Is not lucky to eat
cheese in a dream, and say that If you
do you will soon be very angry about
something.
The majority opinion
would seem to be that to dream any
thing at all nbout cheese foretells for
you financial success achieved by
“Fldo’s been took again by de dogstrenuous efforts. And one sort of
catchers?”
cheese appears to be Just as potent
“He orter give a pound partyl"
as another In thia respect. Those who
don't like strong cheese can have mild
Can Sleep Now.
Just as well.
Our friend for life
(Copyright.)
Is Abram Shuster—
--------- O--------His flivver killed
Our neighbor's rooster.

Last Night’s Dreams
M<an

ay 7VRYI*GRAHAM
BONNER.
VtSTltN WWtfU U
THE CLOUDED SULPHUR

"The Clouded Sulphur Is a strange
name for a butterfly,” said Daddy,
_ __
“but such is the
name of a butter
fly who has sent
you his story to
hear. And you
know him very
well, even though
his name may not
sound familiar to
you. He Is a
small yellow but
terfly, very pret
ty and dainty
with dark mark
ings around the
edges of his
wings. I suppose
he Is called the
Sulphur Butterfly
because he is yel
"We Love the low and sulphur
Is a yellow-col
Clover.”
ored substance.
Perhaps he Is called the Clouded Sul
Dainty Ann Forreat, who playa lead
phur because of the markings around ing roles in some of the important pic
hi j wings like clouds In a sk.v. I don’t tures, it one of the "movie” favorites.
really believe he knows Just how he She is a young Danish girl whose suc
got his family name, but he does know cess has been phenomenal and the it
that he Is dainty and small and yellow soon to be seen in other big screen
in color and that he loves the honey features.
from clover.”
--------- O---------“'I am a harmless little butterfly,’
said Mr. Clouded Sulphur, ‘and I am
very fond of the world and so are all
the members of the family. We will nev
er fall to come back each year, for we
love'the fields and the countryside.
We love the clover better than any
By EDNA KENT FORBES
thing and the clover Invites us to
1
#***####**##*****»****<***###*+*»<*
many charming dinner parties and
luncheons and breakfasts.
People HEALTH OF THE TEETH
may not go out much to breakfast,
and they may very seldom have break ^^CLEYER advertising man once
fast parties, but we go to breakfast
started a campaign for a new
parties and have a delicious time of it. sort of tooth powder. It was in the
“
‘
Perhaps
I
should
say
we
have
a
VINALHAVEN
days when advertising was rather an
very good time of It, but still we do untried game and this man’s ideas
Friday evening the annual Instal have a delicious time of It, and I were rather new to all who read them.
lation of DeValols Commandery K. of might as well be truthful. W’e're By the time lie had finished he had
T. was held with Sir Knights and fonder of honey than we are of talk
proved beyond much question that
ladles present. They were served a Ing. Oh, yes, honey is better than
banquet at 6 o'clock and the cere talking. One can’t swallow words, al- about every ill that human flesh is heir
monies began at 8 o'clock. G. J. W. thought some people do talk as If they to came from not cleaning the. teeth
enough, or with the wrong sort of
Edward K. Gould of the Grand Com
were trying to swallow them. Per dentifrice—the moral of the tale being
mandery' of Maine, installed the fol
lowing officers, assisted by Past Com haps they are trying to see If the to use his special sort of powder or
mander. O. C. Lane, Grand Marshal words are gooff to eat I might try paste, of course. Another man found
sad Rev. C. H. B. Seliger. Grand that myself If I were a talker. But that only two people out of ten ever
Prelate: Commander, E. H. Brad- I'm not a talker as a rule, and so I clean their teeth at all! He was ad
street; generalissmo, George Strachan; won't try eating words. And, too,
vertising brushes.
C. O-, L. W. Sanborn; S. W„ L. E. i I know one really cannot eat words.
Well, we are advertising beauty, and
Williams; J W.. C. L. Boman; Prelate. g() why ghoui,j i waste my time tryinf
O. C Lane; treasurer. W F Lyford; j t<) do gomethlng that x know lg Impos- one of Its attributes is a charming
recorder, D. H. Glidden; S. bearer, F.
, .. .
fnnlieh smile and a row of nice-looking teeth. I
. „ , '
.
sible to do? It would be very looilsn,
L. Roberts; warder, E. A. Smalley;
A good brushing twice a day at least i
sentinel, E. S. Roberts; guards, I. W., indeed; very, very foolish,
Is the first essential, regular visits to
Fifleld, J. E. Snow, Gardiner Libby: |
“'I wonder If people who try to a reliable dentist the next. If the
assistant S. B.. G. A. Lawry. The swnllow their words are trying to find front teeth overlap or bend out and I
ceremony was followed by dancing, > out if there Is any honey In words, hold the lips out of position It Is be- (
music by the Ladies' Symphony Or- Perhaps they are. One cannot tell, cause they are too large for the arch
chestra.
or at least a butterfly cannot tell.
of the mouth, so that if a weak or
C. L. Boman returned Friday from
“ ‘To be sure, honey Is a word, but decayed hack one is drawn out on each
Augusta for a few days stay in town.
Schooner Radium, Capt Freeman is then it Is a delicious drink too. How side it will give them room to spread.
discharging soft coal for the Electric I love the word "delicious.” It makes
roe think of honey and the thought
Light Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Burger Magnuson en- I of honey la very pleasant.
tertained the Pals and husbands Mon- 1
" 'But as I said before I am a very
day evening in honor of their wedding harmless little creature. Some of my
anniversary. A chicken supper was relations are far from harmful. But
served.
i the birds take care of that. They are
At the regular meeting of Ocean
the ones to look out for that. I am
Bound Rebekah Lodge tonight re
not harmful; no Indeed.
I am as
freshments will be served.
News was received this week of the harmless a little butterfly as I can be.
death of Mrs. Hosmer Jones, formerly Mother Clouded Sulphurs lay their
Miss Grace Follett of this town. The eggs upon clover leaves, which hatch
body will be brought here for inter out Into little green caterpillars, who
ment.
nibble at the leaves. Yes, from baby
Charles Robbins of Stonington and hood, or perhaps I should say caterLillian Merchant of this town, were plllarhood, we’re
united in marriage January 2, bv D. H.
always fond of
Glidden. J. of P.
clover.
“ ‘But no one
must think that
GREEN’S ISLAND
we only care for
Miss Ruth Chandler who spent the clover, for we like
Christmas vacation with her parents other flowers, too,
at the pound, returned to Rockland and we like to sip
last Monday to attend the High School. little drinks of
Green’s Island friends of Mrs. Mary
water from tiny
Noyes of Vinalhaven who left last Fri
day for Boston wish her a pleasant pools.
•“Yes,
after
winter. She expects to spend the
month of January with the Fraser we've had good
family at Jamaica Plain, the month of meals we sip cool
February in Portland.
ing sips of water.
Bradford Bray was a business vis And when you see
itor in the city last Saturday.
us about we hope
Lewis and Harold Chandler were you’ll know who
callers at the lighthouse Tuesday.
we are, and you’ll “Little Green CatOnce a Day or Twice a Day Brushing
see plenty of us.
erplllare.”
Is Needed for Healthy Teeth.
all summer long.
WARREN
We believe In arriving early and stay
This Is less painful than wearing gold
Mr3. M. S. Hahn has been helping Ing late, for by doing that we can have
with the spooling at the woolen mill such a very, very good time. Yes, we bands to hold them in place.
Gold fillings in front are an abomi
the past week.
are pleased with the world and with
Warren Lodge. I O. O. F„ enjoyed a a long, long summer time, so we come nation even chorus girls are avoiding.
scallop stew after their meeting Fri into the world and we stay a longjAVhi,e
sIl0ul'> >’<> t’>" >•'
day -night, serving 24 members and time. too. But now I must be off and wherever a tilling shows, so that It may
three guests.
be invisible. If one front tooth has Its
Mrs. W. F. Overlock assisted at the have some meals from a number of edge a bit lower than the other one
nine-cent sale at Fuller-Cobb-Davis as the flowers who’ve Invited me to call
today. I must be off for my calls I’" a good dentist can file It off to make
a cashier Saturday.
them even across.
The motion picture "The County
Peroxide of hydrogen Is a good
Fair,” at Glover hall called out a
RIDDLES
mouth disinfectant and bleach, but
record attendance on Saturday even
should not be used too often. It win
ing.
What has only one footl
Leonard Gammon is acting as night
whiten yellowish teeth, though. Orris
One
leg.
watch at the shoe factory while Mr.
and chalk is as good a tooth powder
•
•
•
Perry is fireman during the day.
as anyone could have, and Is nbout
A Jolly birthday party was celebrat
When la an umbrella of no nae In a the least expensive. When brushing
ed with the birthday of the New Y’ear shower?
the teeth brush sidewise across them,
Jan. 1 when Miss Ella Lewis was given
When It Is at home.
then up and down, to get on', the tar
a party. Besides the many gifts and
• • •
tar that collects and sometimes gets
the good things to eat was a handsome
What are the most difficult ships to undpr the gum, causing long trouble
birthday cake from Bath. Some of the
and longer dentist bills.
party were Mr. and Mrs. W. B. An conquer?
(Copyright.)
drews and son Benjamin. Mrs. Wil
Hardships.
• • •
liam Anderson. Jr. and children,
----------O--------Esther, Hilda, David and Walter, and
Critical.
What key In music would make a
Jtfva. Linea, Lawrence and Helen
"Have you read that mnr.ao pic
good officer?
llomake.
ture star's description of bis domes
A sharp major.
• • •
tic sorrows?”
OUR GRANGE CORNER
“1 have," replied Miss Cayenne.
What Is the count on which you al
“His pathos is as rough as hl» com
ways lose?
Llmerock Valley Pomona, meets
edy.”
Dls-count.
with Penobscot View Grange, Glencove. Jan. 13 at 2 p. m. Following the
UNION
election of ofii-ers there will be a
short program: Piano solo. Ruth
Alexander Fuller has recently in
Packard; piano solo, Mary Sylvester; stalled a Delaval milking machine and
address of welcome, W. M. H. K. he Is very much pleased with it.
Somersby; response. Lee Morse; so'o,
A joint Installation of Bethel ReRaymond Anderson; duet. Mr. and Mrs. Rebekah Ledge and Mt. Horeb Encamp
Raymond Anderson; reading. Hazel ment will be held next Friday night.
Mank; solo. H. C. Small, reading. Mrs. Jan. 12. A picnic supper will be served
Try Our
Henry Carew; reading. Miss Susie after the work. All members who
Sleeper; dialogue, Mrs. Elizabeth Greg have not been soliciteh are requested
ory and Mrs. Chas. Sylvester; solo. Car- to bring pastry.
leen Nutt. The installation of officers
Carl Heath of South Hope Is the
will take place in the evening.
guest of his sister, Mrs. Lucille Fierce.

Beauty Chats

When You Are In Want
Of Anything
WANT AD. COLUMNS

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS
“DOLLAR.”
HILE the United States
was the first to coin the
piece of money known as
••dollar,” the word itself was
coined long before, as evidenced
by the fact ’hat Shakespeare
uses It frequently. In “Mac
beth," for example, appears the
statement:
"Nor would we deign him burial ot
tile men
Till he disbursed, at St Colme'e
Inch.
Ten thousand doltara to our gen
eral use."
This quotation, which sounds
suspiciously
like a modern
“strike order,”
proves that
Shakespeare was familiar with
the dollar, despite the fact that
there were no coins of that name
known prior to July 6, 1783.
when the United States congress
passed the resolution referring
to Hie first money put out by
the new government. Where,
then, did Shakespeare get the
word ?
The answw lies In the fact
that “dollar" Is an Anglo-Saxon
corruption of the German “thal
er," first coined about 1486 in
the valley (or thaler) of Joachlmsthal. The coin met with
popular favor and, during the
reign of Charles V, emperor of
Germany, king of Spain and lord
of Spanish-America, It became
the standard currency of the
world.
Shakespeare
merely
adopted a slight change of the
name, thus antedating both the
United States and Great Br'taln
—for the first and only English
dollar was coined at the Bank
of England In 1804.
(Copyright)

W

The Big Expense.
“What a very stunning coat of arms.
Pm sure you ought to be proud of it."
“We are. But George says It will
cost a lot to put It on the door of
the limousine.”
the “Why? Because It's so Intricate?"
“No, because we have to get the
limousine first"

A Choice of Prepositions.
“You told me there was plenty of
pure, cold water on this place."
“Did I say 'on' or ‘under’?” asked
the former owner, thoughtfully.
“I understood yon to say ‘on’.”
“I must have said ‘under’. Thirty
or forty feet down you'll find it”
The Lottery.
His Reverence—Look here, waiter,
gome one has taken my silver-mounted
umbrella.
Alphonse—Oh, monsieur. It Is deso
lating. Perhaps tomorrow ze luck will
change and monsieur himself will se
cure one even more handsome.

Not a Tightwad.
Miss Bohwig.—Do you favor free
love. Mr. Hardfax?
Mr. Hardfax—Not absolutely,
don't mind standing for an occasional
show and a supper, but nix on the
orchids and diamonds.

BY DOUGLAS MALLOCH

THE CHICKADEE.

tt gethers up the crusts an’ crumbs
An' jest as glad it chatters
As If It fed on biscuit fine
All soaked In milk er dipped In wine
An' served on silver platters.
My share of life is crusts an’ crumbs
I find somehow er other;
An’ how I wish thet I could be
Like you are, Mr. Chickadee,
My cheerful little brother I
(Copyright.)
--------- O---------

THE LACONIC
DINER

Pear.
One,

air?

They’re rather
small.
Pair.
Very good,
air.
Shall
I a e r v a ’em

whole.
Pare.-

MARTINSVILLE
Mr and Mrs. Edward Chaples aim
little son Leonard spent Christmas
with Mr. and Mrs. Owen Chaples at
Clark
Island.
Afterwards
Mrs.
Chaples spent a few days with Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Dennison at South
Thomaston.
Thej' returned home
Tuesday night.

Telephone that ttem of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see IL

KEEP A SUPPLY IN THE HOUSE
You will eliminate worry nbout the arrival of unexpected
guests—and have “the best the market affords” to serve thorn.
4222
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|. A Nation’s Tribute
to Buick
There is an inspiring tribute to an Industry In the
universal recognition annually accorded the
National Automobile Shows.
Thousands come to these exhibitions from every
section of the continent and from foreign lands at
well, and their advent is widely heralded tbe
world over.
li t
In the twenty-third National Automobile Show,
Just opening in New York, and later In Chicago,
the nation is provided with a display of its chief
means of personal transportation. Thia display
is so complete and so magnificently set forth that
all who coma may easily carry away a perfect
picture of the latest accomplishments in motor
car building.
Year after year the national shows receive the
homage of the entire country. Year after yaar
they mark by their own increased magnitude
and splendor, the increased growth of the auto
mobile industry.
In occupying first place at both national shows
for the fifth consecutive year, Buick continues
the position in the industry awarded it by univer
sal public opinion.
D-15.J4-NP

!

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART “SKS"
WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROQM FLOOR FOR
DEMONSTRATION

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

This was the third attempt and the
| weather man couldn’t-Jet it. go by
Mrs. Mildred Sjtone entertained the without a little snow during the even
ing. Nevertheless there was a good
Mahiwijeno Club Monday evening.
crowd out and and a good time win
The basketball team went to Ston enjoyed. The Sisters tacked In .the
ington Friday and arrived home the afternoon, but only a few were out.
next morning a little down at the heel It is hoped that next Thursday
An Awful Mistake.
—score in favor of the Stonington afternoon all who possibly can will
Her Father—Harold seems to have team 28-3. But the home team plays come to tile Sewing Circle as there Is
quite a hit of work to finish.
an exemplary character. I don’t see under disadvantage as they haven't a
The Sisterhood finding out that
why you say your marriage to him goed place to practice in. The lull Brother-Bert Ho|<kins' birthday fell on
is low and sma'.l in comparison with
wns a hideous mistake.
other halls. The Stonington team Jan. 4. ceiebigfted it with a surprise
Mrs. Junebride—It's Just that. I p'.ays a return game Friday. Jan. 12.
party on him af’er the-Lodgc meeting
married hint to reform him, and now
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown have Wednesday night. Committee on re
I find that he never needed reform returned from a visit with their freshments: Sisters Mabelle B. and
ing.
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs. Mildred C. Stone, made a birthday cake
which Sister Show deddrated and
Scott Staples at Lyndhurst. N. J.
Steamer Gov. Bodwell began Mon which was presented to him to cut
All He Had Left.
when refreshments of take and coffee
Mrs. Woodall (feeding a tramp)— day to make a detour to Vinalhaven on
were passed. Not having realized the
the way to and from Rockland.
You seem to have a good appetite.
The K. of P. gave a supper and fact that the good time was all in his
Tramp—Ah, ma'am, that's all 1 have
dance in their hall Saturday night. honor he was mightily surprised.
left In the world that I can rightly
call my own.

THE WOODS

There's somethin’ ‘bout the chlkadee
Thet’s, somehow, awful cheerin';
Around the shanty door it bums
An' gethers up the crusts an’ crumbs
Cook scatters in the clearin’.

FOOD PRODUCTS

r.M.
CLEVER BOBBY
Father—Well, ton, how did you get
along at aehool today?
Bobby—Pa, my physiology book
says conversation at meals should
be of a pleasant character. Let’s
talk about something else.

Mutlngt of a Motor Cop.
Hortense goes speeding fast and far
And never fears the worst;
She passes every other car.
While murmuring, "Ladles first."
Mrs. Newrich’s Guest.
Mrs. Hlbrow—Did the earl you had
to dinner last night bring his coronet?
Mrs. Nawrlch—I didn't even know lie
could play one.—London Passing Show.

Something Like That.
Ethel—Tom has taken to drink and
gambling since Grace rejected him.
Clara—I see. A sort of fall from
grace.

Neighbor*.
“The Jones and the Smiths are quite
neighborly. I suppose Mrs. Smith and
Mrs. Jones exchanges recipes?"
“Yes, and so do their htisbnnds."

rhis Paper Prints ALL the
News ALL the lime.
Its Readers Have Confidence
In the Matter Appearing In Its
Columns. Gain the Advantage
of This Confidence by Advertising
Your Business In It

NORTH HAVEN

PERFORMANCE, NOT PRICE

TRUE MEASURE OF VALUE
EVERY Apperson is a better motor
car because of the many thousands
of Appersor.s built before it, A
quarter century of creative effort is
reflected in each motor and chassis
unit. In their production, the skill of
Apperson mechanics has kept pace
with the refining and simplifying of
mechanical principles and details.
The result is the most sturdy and
accessible 8-cylinder motor car man
ufactured. Its superiority of per
formance, endurance and road com
fort is definite by comparison. A
telephone call will bring the Apper
son demonstrator to your door—
today.

APPERSON
MOTOR

CARS

Seven distinctive body types. Prices range
from 82620 to J3695 at Kokomo, Indiapa. ' ,
Excise tax Is extra.
APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.

KOKOMO, INDIANA

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave., Rqckland
TELEPHONE 676-R.

"THE EIGHT WITH EIGHTY LESS PARTS"

'If;

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 9,

Every-Other-Day

AMONG THE SCHOOLS

A YEAR BOOK

1923.

Professional&BusinessCards

GARB FOR THE SPORTSWOMAN

That Is Distributed Among News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside Of
Four Million Readers In the
Knox County.
United States.
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E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
We Recommend

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The dire! route between

Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVI N. NORTH H5VCN,
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
tTONINCTON ANO SWAN’3 ISLAND
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

WINTZR ARRANGEMENT
Camden High
Telephones: Residence. 41*4: Office 149
Liming of the soil, rotation of crops,
(Subject to change without notice)
A new departure of unquestioned
corn planted on clover sod. nitrogen,
IN EFFECT 3.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. t. 1923
value is that of the Domestic Science
' vitamines and minerals, poultry-keepS iiubos
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath Lea’cm S’A.iii s Island daily
5 3ft A. M for S:<»nlnjf.o:i, Nor h ILi .cn,
i ing, dairying and profitable beef-rais- department in serving hot food to the
students. . Monday noon cocoa will be
Vinalhaven
and
Rock
La
ml
Osteopathic
Physicians
l ing in the East, are among the many
HOT WATER
HOT AIR
served at two cents per cup; Tuesday
Kc'timing leans R.-ckland nl 1.30 I’ M . for
, subjects intelligently discussed and
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
V'nalliaveti. Nor h Bavin, Slni.ngtnn, and
vegetable stew at 10 cents per bowl;
;presented in the 1923 number of the
S.vau
’4 Islaud.
HOURS:
9:00
A.
M.
TO
4:00
P.
M.
Thursday, gingerbread with whipped
w 8 whit;:
EVENINGS &. SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
'"Lay or Bust” Year Book and Almanac.
cream at 10 cents a serving; Friday
Cene-al Manager
Telephone
136
This book is being distributed to
Rockland,
Maine,
Lui'y
6, 1923
mashed potato, price three cents, Be
• poutry and cattlemen in the New Engginning with the week of Jan. 15, the
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
t land and Atlantic states by the Park
regular three course dinner will lie
i & Pollard Company of Boston and
SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
erved on Wednesday for eight con
Di seases of the Eye;
? Buffalo.
We believe tbeee represent maximum value—maximum batching
secutive weeks to the teachers and
Few publications in
the United
Refractions, Etc.
possibilities. Write for our 180 page illustrated free catalog and
BY
Two Silling. Wcddy
States can 'boast of four million readers, pupils of the various schools who wish
407 MAIN STREET
C? y?
Ttteadays and
special book on Incubators,
to
attend.
Price,
40
cents
per
plate.
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M
but Philip R. Park (Chairman of Live
OXLZV.
Saturdays, 3 P M
KENDALL & WHITNEY - £>/. 1858 - Portland, Maine.
Residence. 21 Fulton Street. Tei. 391-J
Stock Division of the State Chamber The menu will change each week.
Office Telephone 493-W
z Boston to Savannah
Supt. Paine gave the High School a
of Commerce), its editor, has been for
First-Class Passenger Fares. Boston
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
fiftJen years on intimate terms with New Year’s talk on "Ideals Which We
7
£3 $36.65 W $67.83
Should
Strive
to
Maintain."
farmers, poultrymen and cattlemen in
JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
.» To St. Petersburg
To Jacksonville
Rehearsals are on for the Senior
the East, through the columns of nis
AND
SUNDRY
COMPLEE DRUG
play.
S,™ $51.28 X $42.82
unique publication.
ATTENTION TO
LINE.
SPECIAL
Preparations are well under way for
0EKODAKS.
PRESCRIPTIONS
Born, bred and educated on a New
$96.15
"tTp" $79.23
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO ENEngland farm, Philip R Park early the annual exhibition of school work.
IncladinR meala and atateroom accorrmndalV t
LARGING.
•
The
operetta
this
year
will
be
under
Ocean Steamship Co. of Savannah
male a study of wild and domestic
370 Main St., Rockland. Me.
animals and fowl His success with the direction of Miss Myrtle Bean.
Distinguishing Characteristics of
• * ♦ •
prize-winning poultry immediately at
Rockport Grammar
tracted the attention of the country,
English Statesmen.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel Docks.
School opened Tuesday with an en
for lie originated the “dry mash" sys
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
121-T-Th-tf
tem of feeding, which completely rev- rollment of 49. Very satisfactory
—and—
olutiofiizeu the poultry business in the progress was made during the preced
The One Was Thought to Be a Foible ,
X-RAY OPERATOR
t MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
United States. Instead of 75 to 100 ing term. This was accomplished by
L*. 4^ Eastern Standard Time
«
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
of Gladstone, the Other of
eggs a year, the Park & Pollard dry the earnest efforts of the pupils. Final
Bp* Trains Lemvk Rockland for
Beaconsfield.
Telephone 123
mash (now called Lay or Bust) made examinations were very good but we
f Augusta, A{7.00a. m. 17.30a.m.. 11.10 p" hi.
hens shell ont
to 300 eggs a year are working for a better grading this
’ Bangor. A 57.00 a. m. 17.30 a. in., fl.lOp.t’T.
This smart set of touque and muf
Bath A §7.00 a. ni.. 17.30 a tn.. 11.10 p tn..
For years Mr. Park’s company held new term. Grade 8 finish American
“I suppose," says 'Mr. John Theo
GEORGE W. FOSTER
t5 30 p. nt.
the government rights to the exclu History and thorough review of the fler cf brushed wool should appeal to dore Tussaud In the "Romance of
Boston. A §7.00 a tn . 17.30a.rn., tl.10p.m.
sive manufacture of "dry mash.’ essential facts will take place. Many girls and women who participate in Madame Tussaud's,” "the British pub
Dealer in Pianos
Brunswick A §7.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in.. 11.10
ACCOMMODATED
p. m . 15 30 p. tr...
Liter the agricultural experiment sta biographical studies are outlined for the outdoor games.
lic never looked on two such political
Lewiston. A§7.00a. m.. 17.30 a.rn.,|t 1.10 p tn.
Fine Tuning
tions used this name to designate a special work this term. Development
New York. 11.10 p. in.
gladiators as Beaconsfield and Glad
“Mr. Grabeoin,” said the brisk young
kind of mixed poultry feed made up maps are a very important part in their
Portland. A$7.00 a. til , 17.30 a. tn., 11.10 p.m.,
76 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M. jo 30 p rr..
oT ground ingredients; the words so daily work.
STYLES OF FRENCH LINGERIE stone. and while those two statesmen man. “I am a college graduate.”
Waterville A§7.00a tn..+7.30 a m. 11.10p.m.
jominated
people
’
s
minds
it
was
nat

coming into general use.
"Lay or
“
Glad
to
hear
it,
”
replied
that
selfGrade 7 is studying the making of
Woolwich. >7.00 a. nt., 17.30 a. m., 11.10 p.m..
Bust" is the trade name today to guar the constitution. All debatable points Empire Chemise Great Favorite; Deli ural that they should botli have a
made millionaire, somewhat grimly.
15.30 p. m.
L
W.
BENNER
antee to the poultry raiser Park's which the framers of that documemnt
1 Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
pedestal nt Madame Tussaud’s wax“I came In to give you the refusal of
cate Little Underthings Are
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
original “dry mash.” The formula contended with are being similarly de
works. I can neither say who was
my services in some executive capac
Made
of
Linen.
wich
and
Bath.
,
All
Kinds
of
Real
Estate
has never .been changed.
bated in our daily lesson. The stu
first to appear In the exhibition nor
ity.”
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I . HARRIS.
Nobody has even seen a molocule or dents wish to express their apprecia
2 NORTH MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND 9-24-22 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. CienT Passenger AgL
prophesy who will be the last to go.
"Much obliged. Good-morning.”
The
empire
chemise
hits
become
a
an atom; still scientists tell us that all tion to all officials connected with the
TELEPHONE 238-J
3B-»f
"Eh, sir?”
matter is composed of thorn and other school admministration for the excel grent favorite with the I’arisienne. It They are both there now and still at
“I am merely accepting your kind of
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
divisions' even smaller. Nobody has lent new text books they have provid Is a little, frail thing that has a rather tract much notice. For more than a
fer. Again, good-morning.”
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
ever seen Vitamines. but chemists have ed. Few schools of this size are so well full yoke and a short skirt. It is generation the Benronsfield curl and
proven thefr existence. No one of us equipped as Rockport Grammmar.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
edged with lace and strapped over the the Gladstone collar exercised a sub
Attorney at Law
could live sixty days without them.
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
• * • •
A Pleasure and a Profit.
shoulders with ribbon, and it has that tle Influence in the political world
Some foods have them in abupndance;
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
Markwich—Does your sister like SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE 6.00
Rockport High
charm that all the modes of the Em mainly through the cartoons and the
I
’
M
for Boston.
in others they are absent. Life or
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
reading?
New equipment for experiments in pire period have, the short-walstrd- (arlcatnres of Tenniel and Furniss."
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
49eath, you live only as you eat. The
af
5.00
I
’
.
M
Rockland Wednesdays and
You have to be meticulously careful
physics has arrived. In this order ness being a real asset at this time
Jones—Yes; she considers reading a Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W Saturdays at 5 Leave
subject of vitamines and their import
Oft A M : Camden 5 45 A. M.;
there is apparatus for experiments in of the corset taboo. These delicate with regard to Important details such
pleasure,
but
it
usually
takes
her
Belfast
7
15
A
M
;
Bucksport 9 00 A. M ;
ance in poultry and live stock feeding
heat, light, electricity and mechanics
due Winterport 9.30 A. M.
are aWy discussed in the “Lay or
little underthings are made, when they is that cfillar and curl; in later years longer than anybody else to read a
L.
R.
CAMPBELL
Return
—
Leave
Winterport
Mondays and
Laboratory work will begin soon.
Bust" almanac.
_
Thursdays at 10 00 A M for Boston and way
are smartest of linen. Sometimes when Mr. Gladstone's figure bad to book, because she always forgets where
The
boys
’
basketball
team
will
prac

landings, due the following morning about
Speaking in general, Mr. Park says.
Attorney at Law
crppp de chine Is commandeered for be remodeled It was thought advis she stopped reading the last time and
7.00 A. M
"To rpake the most out of your farm tice and play in 'the Camden Y. M
has to start nt the beginning again to
the making, and often a French ma able to examine a collar that actually
G.
A.
They
have
already
arranged
six
Special
Attention
to
Probate
Matters
ing operations, sell much amd buy
be on the safe side.—London Answers.
terial called “linon" forms the founda belonged to the Grand Old Man.
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
less. Produce everything that is prac games and they would like to get a few
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
The “master of the robes” of tbe fa
more.
Communicate
with
Manager
F
tion
for
these
hits
of
lingerie.
Few
BAR HARBOR LINE
tical to .raise and convert it into (he
Histrionic Sacrilege.
extraneous ribbons are seen, and the mous waxworks wns sent to Glad
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for
most valuable forms 'before it leaves P. Dow.
ARTHUR
L
ORNE
North
Haven
Stonington. Southwest Harbor,
stone's
home
to
ask
permission
to
in
Do
not
forget
the
play
given
by
the
“The play's the thing!” exclaimed
fine and exquisite strips of lace are
for the East No crop takes its place
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
Hamlet.
and no'farmer can reach his maximum Seniors ot the Rockport High School at sewn only around the top or) at the restignte ills collar boxes; permission
bor 11 A M
Insurance
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
“Yes.’ protested the manager of the
yield at a minimum cost till he has Glencove, Friday. Jan. 12, at 8 o’clock base of the little yoke. At the bottom was readily granted, but the Investi
A. M for Rockland and Way landings.
the season.
gator was much astonished to find
planted corn on a clover sod. Some The best show of
company,
“
but
it's
too
bad
this
little
Successor
to A. J. Erskine A Co.
there
Is
no
trimming
of
lace,
ami
over
• * * »
BLUE HILL LINE
kind of clover can be raised if a farm
the shoulders just simple straps of Hint none of the collars were abnor drama of yours had to be a tragedy, if 417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND. ME
Red Cross Posters
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A M for
er iimes his soil, and all soil east of
mally high or pointed. They were you could cut out the killing this story
heavy
wash
ribbon
are
placed;
Dark
Ha
rim
r,
Eggemoggin, South Brooksville
The time during which posters may
the Mississippi needs lime. The clo
Sargentnlle. Deer Isle, Brooklin, South BlueThe clever
of yours might make a first-rafh beet
Hand-stltching there Is a-plenty. quite ordinary collars.
hill, due Bluehill 11 15 A M
vers bring nitrogen ftito the soil and be entered in the competition for
EDWARD
K.
GOULD
caricaturist had merely stressed, not
room farce."
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at 9.00 A.
at l-Be same time produce a crop la State of Maine Red Cross poster, open All of the many tucks and seams and
M. for Rockland ahd way landings
Imagined, a characteristic effect In
den with those recently discovered food to all school children of Maine of edges are so fine and beautifully done
At
Boston connection Is made via the Met
Attorney
at
Law
Knew More of Art Than Uncle.
elements that spell health whgn pres grammar and High school grades, has that they may some day he relegated dress; for to lenve his throat unim
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
to and including to museums as examples of the art peded for oratory Gladstone was care
New York and points South and West.
ent and death when absent,—viz., the been extended
Old Lady—Don’t think me rude,
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
vitamines. The health and thrift of March 1.
dear, but is this meant for a man or
of Infinite labor In the way of stitch- ful to wear his collars loose; and that
The contest, is being conducted by
Portland-New York Freight Service
your hens and young cattle depend
circumstance,
especially
when
he
wns
ery.
a
woman?
Dlfoct Freight Service between Portland and
upoa thtraoand- will not grow properly the American Red Cross, of Maine and
Art Student—I'm so glad you ask
New York is resume 1 from the New State
The set started by the small linen sealed at ease or with head reflective
FULL LINE OF
without them, no matter how much all posters submitted should have two
Pier.
Portland, Me.
ly
inclined,
allowed
bis
chin
to
sink
that, auntie.
Through rates and direct track connections
grain you feed them. If your milch dominant, related motives; the State chemise Is completed by a pair of between Hie upstanding ends until
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Old Lady—Why, dear?
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rall■cows cannot get the vitamines, they of Maine and the Red Cross spirit of shtjrt “knickers," very full at the bot
roa ds
they attained undue and striking
Art St talent—Uncle George couldn't
cannot put them into milk; and they service. Posters must be done in India tom and held tightly bv a rubber
F. S. SHERMAN, Supt. Rorkland. Maine.
59c
Once when Gladstone
$1.25
R S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine
tell whether It was supposed to be
Then the prominence.
must -be in the milk to raise strong ink on white cardboard to fit a card of hand above the knees.
babies and maintain (he health of c.ne of three sizes: 6% inches wide by Frenchwomen wear over all of this a wns invited to a ifinnet at which be human.—London Punch.
75c
inches high, 10% inches wide by 14 combination, consisting of tiny l.oilice knew Harry Furniss was to be pres
young and old people.
$1.00
$20°
, Lime spells clover. Clover spells inches high, 14 inches wide by 19 and full, short skirt. The nmlcrvest ent he surprised the portrayer of the
Descriptive
Music.
viamines and corn. Vitamines spell inches high. The color scheme is to is not a part of the French lingerie. famous exnggernted collar by wearing
"What’s the name of that piece you
Taxi Cab and Carriage Service
growth and health to all farm flocks be red, black and white. Each contest
STONINGTON
The1 women do not wear cors-ts and for Hint occasion only Hie most Incon were playing?”
and prosperity to the 'owner, and ant should print clearly on the back of
spicuous,
low
and
narrow
collar
lie
BAGGAGE TRANSFER
“ 'Bungalow Blues.’ ”
strong, healthy families to ail who use the poster his or her full name, age so they do not bother with this extra could possibly obtain.
FURNITURE CO.
No one said
piece of accoutrement, which plan
BERRY’S TRANSFER
grade, name of school,and home, ad
"And what was the prolonged, mol
the milk he produces.
L. MARCUS
surely makes their dressing a more anything about It, but mischief twin
The future will see Board of Health dress.
ancholy strain you repeated at fre
313-315 Main Street
II WINTER ST,. ROCKLAND
The winning poster, if suitable, will beautiful performance, since there is kled for once in the 'kumlier eyes of quent intervals?”
requirements stipulating that the milk
ROCKLAND, MAINE IStf
Telephone 408
7jtf
must be clean and of a certain per be purchased for $10.00 and used as nothing really Interesting about an the statesman, nnd amused under
"That represents the Installments.”
centage of soli^ and butter fat, and also the State of Maine Red Cross poster undervest, no matter how if m«v be standing twinkled in the eyes of Hie j
that, the rations on which they are fed The posters selected as best and sec
softened by ninter'ul and hnndsoine artist.
•shall contain liberal quantities of min ond best, and the three which receiv
In the case of Lord Reaconsfield a
trimmings of ribbon and lace.
honorable mention, will be exhibited at
erals and vitamines.
dangling ringlet falling upon the fore
The
only
corset
that
is
tnir.raled
MAKE HOBBY OF GRIEVANCE
As conditions are today, poultry is the Art Museum in Portland.
CIRCULATION 5986
by a Frenchwoman nt the present head wns the particular delight of his
The judges will be: Governor Per
the only crop on the average farm that
caricaturists.
They
often
exaggerated
time is one of pliable rubber or web
can buy everything it eats and show’s civai P. Baxter, of Maine; Dr. Augus
The i et average circulation of
Probably Many of Us Know Persons
profit .at the end of the year. At the tus O. Thomas, Maine State Superin
bing that covers Hip hips only, or n the length and the stringiness of it:
The Courier-Gazette for the six
Who Closely Resemble This
but
that
he
did
really
wear
such
a
present time only the most favorably tendent of Schools: Mrs. J. H. Huddil
months ending Oct. 1, 1922, was
portion of them, and series to he'd
Sensitive Cousin Lucy.
located dairymen are able to ligure a stone, President of the Maine Feder
. 5986 copies each issue. This is
her garters In place.
They wear, curl Is fact; not only does his counter
profit in their milking game, whereas aticn of Women’s Clubs; Dr. Ken
exclusive of copies unsold or sent
when they disregard the corset alto feit presentment in wax nt Madame
Cousin Lucy seldom goes any place
to advertisers, etc., and repre
a properly managed farm flock of neth C. M. Sills, President of Bowdoin
gether, the most cleverly formed gar Tussaud's display tbe familiar lock,
tlmt she doesn’t get her feelings hurt.
poultry,- buying everything they eat, College, and Arthur A. Staples, Editor
sents subscribers Who value the
hut the actual nnd original curl of the
ter
supporters,
made
out
of
a
double
paper, and pay for it, the class
will pay $2.00 to $.300 per head, making of the Lewiston Journal.
In fact, she spends the greater portion
thickness of Jersey silk and shap-d to 1 crent Tor>' ,s ln ”,p l,r,SK,"iSio" ,,f
of readers that the careful ad
them the best payers on the farm. Un
of her time nursing a grievance of
museum.
Two
locks
of
his
hair,
cut
curve dnwn over the hips in a grace
vertiser desires to reach. There
der these conditions why not follow
some sort or other. At the last fam
FRANK
sfter
his
death,
were
given
to
a
nurse
NORTH
WASHINGTON
ful line.
are few papers of its class pub
the successes and enlarge the part of
ily
dinner,
which
has
been
a
custom
who had tinded him In his last sick“You're sure you’ve no objection
lished in New England with cir
your farm undertaking that shows a
of the fnmlly for several generations,
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest started
iness; and one of them was Hie cole
culations- so large as this, and
money profit, and at the same time
to marrying a traveling man?”
she
had
the
following
to
say
over
the
TURBANS ARE IN LIMELIGHT lirated curl. From the niece of Hie
for Massachusetts last week. when
yet the advertising rates of The
keep the boy on the farm?
"On the contrary, I wouldn’t mar
telephone to someone who lias man
Courier-Gazette are much lower
Live stock iS the salvation of East they will visit relatives for a few days.
first owner they passed to Madame
ry a man who’d be home too much
aged to keep from offending her for
than are the rates of most papers
ern agriculture, and poultry is by long Mrs. Lenfest will go to Wakefield to
Turbans of metallic cloth.nnd beaver Tussa ud's.
of the time."
giving advertisers similar quality
odds the most profitable of anything on ?are for a sick relative for the winter, strips, nnd off-the-face models faced
several weeks.
Few grent men are genuinely indif
and quantity of publicity—anthe farm. It is a quick return money while Mr. Lenfest will proceed to with fur are featured In certain quar ferent to their waxen models, though
"Well, you can say I am too sensi
Variable.
other point that tiie careful ad
crop and will pay year In and year Brooklyn, N. Y„ where he will spend ters of flip millinery trade nt the pres
tive If you want to," she said In a
The gent who shed a humid tear
on
visiting
the
exhibition
many
of
the winter, visiting relatives and car
vertiser hears in mind.
out.
At ninety in tbe shade
voice
tiiat
carried
ull
tiie
feeling
of
ent
time.
The
fur-faced
hats,
accord

them try hard to appear unconcerned
With ample supplies of corn grown pentcring for a cousin.
Now strains an ear that he might hear
an
early
Christian
martyr,
“
but
I
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lenfest of South ing to the bulletin of the Retail Mil and approach gradually and coyly the
The steatnpipe serenade.
on the farm, with good beef calves
guess you would be, too. If someone
produced on the same farm, New Eng Liberty have moved here from their linery Association of America, are Tery figure they are so eager to see. When
made a remark to you like Aunt
THE
land can and should produce better home to take charge of (he 'farm smart. In one of the roost attractive a new figure Is making, tbe original
Love All Gone Then.
AMERICAN'S CREED
beef cheaper than the West can hope stock, etc., of his father while he is of these use Is made of pheasant often sends Interesting suggestions
Mrs. Pennywise—Too bad your Sophia did to me about tiie President
1 believe in the United States
away,
to do.
'
brown velvet. The brim of this hat i nnd criticisms. Often he is politely fiance lias no money. Hut I suppose when she knew my husband worked
of America as a government of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Bartlett of has a narrow bandeau which fits close
The West has very wasteful methods
for
his
election
as
hard
ns
anybody
1 requested to give siltings. OccasionIt'll be a case of love in a cottage.
tiie people, by the people, for the
of btef production. The calves ore South Liberty are passing the winter
to the forehead. A second hriro widens I ally lie volunteers an unexpected hint
Miss Goldilox—No. I think not. You mound here. It was just another way
people w hose Just powers are de
born in Texas, sold, at Fort Worth with their daughter. Mrs. Flora Len
of
Insinuating
that
John's
Judgment
and flares high In front and narrows I when he Is sitting,
see, we’re going to board at first nnd
rived from the consent of the gov
market, come to Kansas City, sold fest.
erned; a democracy in a repub
The many friends of H. F. Evans and turns over like a cuff in the back. | Tennyson, whose instincts nnd liab- we won’t move into our cottage until wns poor, and I'm- sure It's as good
again there, perhops wintered in Kan
ns Uncle Samuel's. Of course Auut
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
sas on the wheat fields, coming again wil be glad to know he is pretty nearly The front of the brim Is faced with j Its were, as was well known, those of after the honeymoon.
Sophia says she never meant a thing
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
recovered from a severe illness, at his real moleskin and two smoked pearl j a recluse, wns studied and modeled
to Kansas City, sold again to a Mon
one and inseparable, established
by It nnd that I know she always tins
tana grazer, pastured through the new home in North Whitefield.
pins are used to ornament It.
surreptitiously,
but an observant
First Opportunity.
upon those principles of freedom,
The honk of the auto is not now
summer in Montana, go to St. l’aul pr
been a Democrat, but then. If stie
Gray squirrel Is used to face the neighbor told him what was going on.
“Oh, what a lovely diamond ring
equality, justice and humanity
Chicago, sold as feeders to Iowa corn heard in the land, it has given place to brim of a fetching hat of gray panne Soon afterward a quiet Lint was con
didn't
mean
anything,
wily
say
It
to
Jimmy's given me! I simply can't take
for which American patriots sac
belt farmer, fed 90-120 days, then back the blast of the blizzard.
me of all persons when she might
velvet. The brim flares high In front veyed to the museum that, despite tils my eyes off it!”
rificed their lives and fortunes.
to Chicago and sold again for slaugh
nnd is hent to a point. A long pin of eigiity years, the aged poet had not a
“Really, dear? You surprise me. I’d havp known I would resent It?
1 therefore believe it is my
ter in Chicago or shipped alive to the
“John never pays any attention to
copper threads pierces the front of the gray hair In his head and desired that no Idea you went in for crystal gaz
duty to my country to tove it;
Kosher trade in New York City.
things like that and says I'm foolish
lulm nnd juts over the edge. Natural the modeler should make that pleas
to support Its Constitution; to
Now (his is just as wasteful as it
ing!”
to do It, but I tell him I don't like tn
obey Its laws; to respect its flag;
color caracul makes an effective fucing, Ing fact plain In his model, lie did so
sounds,—thousands of miles of trav
and to defend It against all ene
have my day spoiled by having some
el, a half dozen commissions paid, six
Only One She’ll Ever Have.
Overwork, worry, overeating and the bulletin says, particularly when and wltn respectful nmnseinent en
mies.
months’ growing season lost by get
one picking at me, and I’m not one of
contrasted with a brilliant color In joyed Hie wholly human little exhibi
Mr.
Huggins
—
Miss
Prymmc
refused
ting acciimated to their different sur lack of exercise and sleep arc respon one bat faced with that fur thpre Is tion of vanity.
these
two-faced
people
wtio
will
get
tn go out In my car last evening, out
roundings, all of which is eliminated sible for much kidney trouble. If your a round full crown of royal hluo vel
mail about something and never say a
of consideration for her good name.
by the Easten grower producing steers back aches and the kidneys seem
word about It. I don't mind being
vet. The front of the brim Is fes
Rewarded
—
or
Crowned.
Miss
Dill
—
She's
so
careful
of
her
on his own place, and feeding them
slighted, as I frequently am, and often
weak, rest up and use Doan’s Kidney tooned with a pin of copper. SealA
Princeton
grocer
lias
a
new
de
good
name
because
she
never
expects
the home-grown grain.
suggest staying away from the family
skin nnd brocade are also combined In livery hoy.
To our mind the West is the country Pills.
to have another.
dinners since I seem not to lie badly
Taking an armload of groceries to
to worry for fear that the East will
Fremont L. Robinson, 35 N. Main an effective turban.
wanted, but mother always went and
wake up, and begin feeding itself.
St., Rockland, says: “I have always
a Princeton home, he found the back
Mother’s Break.
so I'll continue going unless I am told
gotten good results from Doan's Kidney
The Small Hat.
screen fastened on the inside.
“What's the delay?” asked mother,
Pills and gladly recommend them. I
to stay away. But T notice a lot of
For general wear the small hat pr»
The hoy, observing that the screen coming to the front door?
am a mason by trade and so much vnils. Many variations of the turban was a little, old, kicked in the bottom
tilings people may not tldnk I do. It's
“
Pa
says
one
of
the
cylinders
Is
COLDS
stooping and heavy lifting hiade it are seen. The turban Is never really
got so when I move m.v chair over to
with his foot and inserted Hie gro missing.”
hard on my kidneys. 1 had n,o control
where some of the others are talking,
out of fashion. Something closely ceries.
Children have very deli“Well, yon children get to work and
over the passages of the kidney secre
they don't seem nearly so lively and
Tiie Irate housewife pntelied the hunt for It nr we’ll never get off.”
cate digestions, easily
tions and was forced to get up as many akin to it always remains in mlHlr.ery
kind of quit talking. So, of course, I
The influence of the far East on racent door nnd complained.
as
five
or
six
times
during
the
night.
disturbed by too much
can't help believing they were talking
fashions has given promlneoce to the
The
secretions
were
discolored.
I
had
Next
time
the
ho.v
found
Hip screen
That's
Different.
“dosing.” Treat croup
about me. can I? Or else they don't
bad attacks of backache and It laid me turban.
door fastened he d'd better. This time
Hyde—The leading man Isn't as
and colds “externally” by
off work two or three times. As one of
he linked only a small hole through good In this scene ns he whs in tiie wont me tn hear what is being said.
the family had used Doan’s Kidney
Then, maybe, I imagine It, hut it
using—
There are all aorta of people In Hie screen and lifted the latch witli love scene you shot yesterday.
*
Pills with good results. I made up my
seems tn me they all look relieved
his
finger.
Cameraman
—
Oh.
lie's
learned
since
mind to get some at the Norcross the world, including the fellow who
when we leave early. Not that I care,
TIip housewife believes Hint such
then that the star is the director's
Drug Store. 1 used four boxes and wouldn’t know what to do with him
hut I can't think of a tiling I have
an ingenious boy should ne rewarded wife.—Life.
they rid me entirely of the trouble.”
self If be ever got qut of debt
ever done to make people dislike me
—or crowned with something.—In
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simp
or want Io get rid of me. Well, all
ly ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
A "Call."
A Hot Springs girl la so slender dianapolis News,
right. But It seems queer tn me that
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Rob that If those tube gowns become fash
“What have you got?” asked the
Oner Z 7 Million Jan Used Yearly
r*il»L. 1*14. by McCluft Nr
someone always comes to your door
inson had. Foster-Milburn Uo.. Mfrs.,
minister
of
the
chauffeur
who
rang
Ills
ionable, as the dressmakers predict,
when I call you up.”
Buffalo, N. Y.
Telephone
that
Item
of
news
to
The
doorbell.
she can have the season’s latest model
And Cousin Lucy slams up the re
Know the tremendous pull“One pair,” replied the chauffeur,
A. C. MOORE
by trimming a length of garden hose Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
ceiver
with a naw grievance to nurse.
ENGRAVED CARDS—Cull at thia offlee and with a bit of lace.—Arkansaw Thomas
•ng power of Courier-Gazette
beckoning tiie eloping couple tn come
readers will see 1L
—Kansas City
examine styles. If you slready hare s plate
Piano Tuner
bring it in and let us print you cards In latest Cat
ads.
With the Maine Music Company
size. THE COU&1EB-GAZETTE.
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THOMASTON

UNVEILING OF A PORTRAIT

Edward Elliot returned to New; Yorkj
Sunday morning to resume his studies Memorial Services To the Late Rev. Dr. Newcdmbe, For
at the Manlius Military Academy.
Basketball games to be played in
Thirty Years a Noted Thomaston Pastor.
Watts hall Thursday evening will be
Thomaston vs. Camden (locals), and
Warren High vs. Thomaston Army.
A service in memory of the late Rev. land during the last 59 years. I am
The regular meeting of the Eastern
Star will be held Wednesday evening. | William A. Xeweonube, D. D„ for 10 sure It is entirely proper for us to
think of him in this way.
Six o'clock supper will be served.' vears pastor of the Baptist church in
1 need not attempt detafls of his
There will be election of officers.
I Thon.a3.on wa8 held ln lhe auditorlbiography. The story of his life is not
Mrs. Emma Haley, widow of James |
,
Haley of Dexter, died Friday afternoon | ™
that church on Sunday evening, so different from that of many other
at the home of Mrs. A. D. Davis. The'The suggestion for the service came men and women whom we have known.
He was a son of a father who was a
burial will be at Tenant’s Harbor.
| from the pastor of the church. Rev. minister and a mother who was a
Ridgley Clark is in town, called by Roy Hilton Short, who arranged the woman cf deep character and devotion,
the death of his aunt. Mrs. Emma
suppose his father, who started life
program for the occasion. It was the
Haley.
tribute of a young pastor to one who s a Presbyterian and became a Bap
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gray have refor thirty consecutive years had faith tist. would he called strict in these
turned^from New York.
fully and efficiently administered the days. Probably his preaching was of
Stanley Richards of Brown. Durrell affiirs of the church. The numbers in this sort, and probably the home life
Ce„ Boston, was in town Monday.
the program were inspiring and awak was under the sway of a will which
The WcAley Forum meets in the ened tender memories. The hymns, was quite strong and determined and
Methodist vestry this Tuesday even trios and solos were'selections that which placed standards of family con
ing. Supper will be served at 6 o'clock. Dr. Nowi'ombe had loved to listen to duct hiqh. As a lad. I have been told,
Everybody is invited.
and used frequently during his pas our friend Neweombe was active to a
Mrs. Levi Seavey left Monday morn torate.
degree and a favorite with young peo
ing for Boston.
Tue address was made by the sec ple, especially with those related to
Miss Elsa Hayden of Rockland fs retary of the United Baptist Conven !m by family ties. An incident h is
spending the winter with her cousin. tion, Rev. Irving B. Mower, D. D.. of been given me which made an im
Miss Mary Wright.
Waterville, who also offered the prayer. pression upon the young life of this hoy
Mrs. Ralph Keyes has arrived from
Dr. Mower hael known Dr. New-, whom we knew in manhood. During
Portland, called here by the serious ill combe intimately from the time the
father's pastorate at Monkton. X.
ness of her mother. Mrs. Theresa Sum '■alter entered the ministry. The ad
at an evening service, the mother
ner, who is at Knox Hospital with dress was worthy of the occasion and was present with the little lad. The
reflected high credit upon the speaker. father came down from the pulpit and
double pneumonia.
Mrs. Maynard Spear is visiting rela It was a careful, full and discriminat taking the little boy by his arms of
ive presentation of Dr. Newcombe’s fered a prayer of consecration and ded
tives in Boston for a week.
Miss Cora Young of Cushing is en character and natural endowments; as ication. The little hoy was old enough
gaged as housekeeper for George Cross. well as being an appreciation of the o remember it and carried it through
The Baptkt Mission Circle meets great service he had rendered in the life as a pleasant memory and as a
this afternoon with Mrs. Abbie Mont kingdom of God on earth. A steno uggestion of what the prophecy of
graphic report of the address is printed those moments meant.
gomery.
Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival is to herewith.
Then came time for school and colNear the close < f the service a por
hold dancing assemblies in Watts hall
ge. and he easily took his place iti
trait
of
Dr.
Neweombe
was
unveiled
Wednesday evenings, beginning Jan.
the front rank of students. Prizes
17. The first hour will be devoted to by Deacon Edward Brown. The por were won. He then went to college at
trait
was
a
gift
to
the
church
from
the
class instruction and anyone, including
IVolfville. Acadia, an institution of
her school students, wishing to attend
good standing and influence. During
please notify Mrs. Winfield Bracket!
revival period in the college he be
aa soon as possible.
came a Christian, having an experience
J. Russell Davis has passed the ex
that was definite and marked, and
amination of the Massachusetts Em
which determined the conduct of his
balming Examiners and is now a lic
life. He decided soon after that to enenced embalmer with the right to prac
r the ministry. We should hold the
i'anadian provinces in grateful re
tice anywhere in Massachusetts.
membrance when we remember that
so many have come from them who
ST. GEORGE
have taken places as leaders in various
ocations of life. Let us not forget
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking are in
that men of the past and of this
Boston on business.
generation have been men on whom
Leola Robinson of Rockland spent
lie schools have placed their mark of
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Ella
scholarship.
Robinson.
« e • «
Almond Hall returned to Warren
From Acadia Dr. Neweombe went to
Sunday where he has employment.
Newton, the leading theological school
School opened here Monday with
of the Baptists in the Eastern States.
Miss Post as teacher.
Then he came to Maine, where his en
Mrs. Lizzie Burdick, who has been
tire ministry was spent; first at Hal
visiting Mrs. Warrenton Gilchrest. has
lowell. where he spent four of five
returned home.
.ears, thence to South Berwick, having

CAMDEN
Ma'den Cliff Commandery. U. O. G
C., have a special meeting on Wednes
day evening, Jan 10. This meeting is
called to rehearse the drill team foi
installation and to transact any othei
business. Every member is requested
bo be present. Installation is Thurs
day evening. Jan. 18.
The Girls' Club of the Congregational
Society will have a picnic supper at
the chapel tomorrow evening.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Codman and Miss
Codman have left for Germantown
Pa., where they will spend the winter
George E. Alien has been spending a
few days in Portland.
Mrs. Ida Smail has opened her danc
ing class at Heal’s hall on Wednesdaj
evenings at 8 o'clock. Children's classes
will be held on Saturday afternoon
from 2 to 4.
Minot and Clifton Conary, of Pear
street have Installed a radio outfit it
the home of their parents and now th<
great events of our country will be
theirs for the listening.
Miss Ruth E. Thomas has returned
from a visit in Boston and Portland.
Louis Sawyer has purchased thi
Talbot machine shop and will do autc
repair work.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Grey have re
turned to their home in Lewiston aftei
a visit with relatives in town.
M. W. Colpitts has returned from a
Visit with his brother in Bangor.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
hold their annual installation at tin
K. of P. hail Friday evening. Each
Rebekah may invite one guest and al!
Odd Fellows are invited.
Two rest rooms have been added ti
the Defrees cottage.
Harold E. Ulmer hae> returned to hi:
home in Lewiston. Pa., after a visit
with his sister. Mrs. Helen Greene.
Camden will from now on be weiJ
supplied with good cord wood. Josiah
Hobbs and James Brnv.-n are bringing
to town an abundance which has re
cently been cut on the large tract o:
land in tlie rear of Melvin Heights
which they purchased some time ago.
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Rev. W. A. Neweombe, D. D.

friends of the deceased, among whom
were numbers of the business men of
the town not connected with the Bap
tist congregation, but who had a strong
attachment to the Doctor as a man
and citizen. The portrait, which is to
be hung in the vestry of the church,
was painted by Champlain, the noted
Bostcn artist, and is not only an ex
cellent likeness but possesses high ar
tistic merit, as would naturally be the
case, coming from the brush of sa dis
tinguished a painter.
The program bore upon its first page
a portrait of Dr.' Neweombe. with the
lates Nov. 1, 1884, Nov. 1, lilfc. fol
lowed by the verse from Rev. 14:13:
And 1 heard a voice from Heaven say
ing unto me. Write, Blessed are the
dead which die in the Lord from hence
forth; Yea, saith the Spirit, that they
may rest from their labours; and their
works do follow them.”
Prelude—Martha .....................................
Harold X. kaundy. organist
Hymn 317—"Lead Kindly Light*'
Scripture,
Rev. Mr Short

Dorrs

Ladies' Trio—''Abide With Me"
Hughes
Miss Ma'.-rile Brown. Mrs M Tie B. Binger and
Mrs. It. H. Short
Prayer.

a pastorate of five or six years, and
from which in 1884 he came to this
beautiful town, and spent the remain
ing years of his life here. These three
harges, covering a period of 40 years,
embraced his entire ministry—a very
remarkable record. Each field minis
tered unto was marked by certain
characteristics which gave him a place
of influence.
May I speak a personal word which
uggests my connection with him dur
ing these years. In the winter of 188384 I was in Augusta in connection with
a business college course, and caught
my first glimpse of Dr. Neweombe.
He had exchanged with the pastor of
the Augusta church and occupied the
pulpit there. I distinctly remember the
impression he made upon me. Years
passed and I saw him at a distance,
heard of him frequently, hut in 1893 I
went to South Berwick to be pastor of
that qhurch, and although a period of
nine years had elapsed since the re
tirement of Dr. Neweombe. yet his
memory was fresh in the church and
community and his influence had con
tinued during all these years in a very
marked and unusual way.
What manner of man was he?
It
seems unnecessary and almost im
proper to make analysis of his char
acter in your presence. I will speak
of a few things.

Dr Mower
Organ Response—"One Sweet Day”....... i.ilbe.-:
Roio "i'r 9slnx Uw I! ir”...................w eg ind
Hymn 387 "Nearer My God Io Thee"
Memorial Address.
Kev I It l.lower !i. p
Ladies' Ti o
\',<w the Da, 1, Over”. .Ttasche
Miss M.tiielle Bguwe. Mrs ,1 ir;e B Sii,„-end
Mr;. It. H Short
Unveiling of picture.
Deacon Edward Brown
Hymn 463—"Blest Be the Tie Tlia Bind.;
Benedldtion.
Dr Mower
Organ Postlude—“Canton Lafayette"... .Clark

The large congregation present was
efficiently handled by the regular ush
ers, esnisted by Messrs Burnham. Gray
and Grafton.

DR. MOWER’S ADDRESS
This is an hour and a service of ten
der interest. It is not a solemn hour,
or at least it is not a sad hour; indeed
■ t is in the light of Christian truth a
TENANT’S HARBOR
joyful and a victorious hour. I am
Social interest at present is in th( sure it is a beautiful act of apprecia
installation of officers of the different tion on the part of your pastor to pre
lodges The first one to take place is pare such a service as this; it is the
the I. O. O. F. Friday evening.
expression of your appreciation of him
Mrs. Ella Ailey has employment in whose name is in our minds tonight;
Rockland for the remaining wintei and I feci that it will enrich the life of
months.
the church and the community to ren
Mrs. Sophia Wood left Saturday foi der such a service as you are rendering
a visit with relatives in Aliston and this evening.
West .Somerville, Mass. While there
I had supposed that another would
she will undergo a nasal operation.
share the time of the service and
Dr. Hall’s family is occupying the otherwise I might have made more
Clara Davis house for the winter.
ample preparation than I have made,
Mrs. Rena Andrews and Mrs. Charles but I speak out of the warmth of my
Rose left Wednesday for Springfield heart and out of pleasant fellowship
where Mrs. Andrews will spend th< with Dr. Neweombe covering a long
winter with her daughter.
period of years. I am one of the half
The Odd Fellows public installation dozen Baptist men in the State at the
will be held Jan. 12 with Luke Davis present time who were associated with
of Rockland as installing officer.
Dr. Newcnmbfe during the greater part
Ormand Hopkins is severely ill.
of his ministry.
Chas. Hawley has been a visitor
The Hebrew people were given to
Rockland the past week.
erecting memorials to commemorate
The Masonic installation will be great events Kind keep alive the
Jan. 18. The public is invited.
achievements of their great men
All members of Puritan Rebekah Read the 11th chapter of Hebrews
Lodge are requested to be present on where you find a wonderful record of
Jan. 11 as it will be election of offi men and women through whom God
eers. Owing to the snow storm two accomplished his purpose for men and
weeks ago there was no meeting.
by whom he carried on those enter
Schools began Monday with Mrs. prises which meant progress in the
Dora Watts as teacher of the gram earlier years of human history,
mar school.
great crowd of witnesses! How many
Walter Simmons left Monday foi we may add to that list of Old Testa
Bath where lie will lie a guest of his ment times and witnesses of New Tea
sister. Mrs. Arthur 'tewart for a few | lament times, and those of later years
weeks.
I ®
who Have made contribution to the
Albert Slingsby is staying al Long world progress, sobie of whom wo
Cove with bis parents,for some time. have been permitted to know and love
Mrs. Alfred Hawkin is in a hospital and hold in kindly remembeiance
in Boston receiving treatment.
1 have recently read a book by Si
Tile Mas ins have had a new furnace W. Hi bertson .\icoll. "The Princes
set in their ha'll in addition to the elec the Church." It is a series of biographi
tric lights recently installed. Weston cal sketches of outstanding men in til
Wi$?y is janitor for 1923.
Christian ministry In England for tlie
Mrs. W. E. Sheerer, who has been last fifty years -a wonderful interpre
confined ■■ the house by illness is able ( tation of character. We do not talk
to he out once more
| very much about kings and princes in
The Davi Garment Shop, corner of their leadership and in the interpre
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, is tation of life and Christian character
liaving a mark down sale on Winter and 1 ant glad lo liiiili; of Dr. New
Coats, sale starting Friday and con combe as one of the [winces of Christ
ian ministry in Main' and New Engtinuing through to Wednesday.
2-5

• « • •

was a good observer. Dr. Neweombe
was a good'observer, lie noted pro
gress of events and changes that pass
ing seasons bring. He would appreci
ate and interpret them in ways that
would have some spiritual meaning,
which John Burroughs docs not put
into his books.
1 alwoys feel that I am a little wiser
after I see Mt Katahdin standing in
its sublimity. As you see the mountain
you seem to get a perspective and help
ful sense of relationship. I think Dr.
Neweombe must have seen Mt. Katah
din and in his mind's eye viewed it
often, and it gave him the perspective
that comes with knowledge of history
and that familiarity of the past as it
is recorded.
Now 1 wish to refer to his spiritual
expressions and the quality of his
spiritual life as it was revealed in his
preaching and in his daily life. How
would we classify Dr. Neweombe in
these days when fundamentalists and
liberalists are abroad in the land? We
might have some difficulty in pricing
him in a way that would be satisfac
tory to him. I am sure he would not
allow anyone to put any label on him
that would classify him in this group
or that. He was too much of an inde
pendent. He preferred to do his own
thinking. He was a conservative in
his loyalty to God’s word. He re
ceived God’s teachings and gave ex
pressions to them in his ministry by
his preaching and his daily living, but
with that old Puritan offender I think
he cherished his thought, that new
light would break forth from God's
word and he was ready to receive it.
His mind was alert and open. He was
responsive to the truth and the guid
ance of the spirit. I think this was
characteristic of Dr. Neweombe. He
always sought for tlie deeper meaning
of things. So again his mental pro
cesses led him to analyze and seek
for cuuses. He would welcome the
challenge of risaiah, “Comq let us
reason together." and he would seek
to understand the connection between
the Old Testament and the New. Espe
cially was he interested in some of
those subjects of discussion that have
filled many volumes of theology—the
matter of the sacrament, the signifi
cance of the ordinance, liaptism and the
Last Supper.
• * • •
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VEAL, PIGS, LIVE & DRESSED POULTRY f
—TO—

' N. E. HOLLIS & COMPANY
47-53 NORTH MARKET STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

One of the Oldest Established Commission Houses in Boston
Prompt Returns—Weekly Market Quotations on Request 155-12S

WANTED

DEPARTMENT TELEPHONE

17-

j. B. PEARSON CO.
4-6

I homaston, Maine

ROAD TO WISDOM

;

A successful wife is ono who
can preserve the domestic pence
without paying her ownpersou.
allty as the price.

-J
>
J
J

—

<

Most of the unhappiness In
marriage is caused by the tel*
rible lifelong effort to be happy
ln somebody else’s way.

J
,
J
,

_

<

A wise woman Is one who
knows exactly what a man
means when she knows he Is saying a lot he doesn’t mean.

t

J

GRANITE CUTTERS &
POLISHERS WANTED
Also experienced granite cutting ami
polishing apprentices.
for
work
in
plants in Barre. Vermont.
Operation
under American Plan Strike, no trouble.
Permanent positions for capable men;
irside work in heated plants for Winter
Apply to

Allied Granite Industries
Room 905. 73 Tremont St.. Boston
Or report ready for work to
BARRE GRANITE MFRS. ASSN.
Barre, Vermont
4.5.6

t

Splendid

Business Opportunity
FOR A MAN WITH $3,000

EXCELLENT OtPEMXG-In
high grade
mechanical and sales business for Gen
tile man with $3,000 cash, must take acftve
executive interest at once; work is inter
esting. progressive and pays attractive re
turns; splendid opportunity for tftnbttious
man who means business and can fulfill
above requirements: state age, occupation
and phone number in first le.ter.
ADDRESS 0*53

COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

JOIN

THE

§

c
c
c
CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK
Main Street

THOMASTON, MAINE
in-tf

JAN.1STT031ST
SUITS OR
OVERCOATS
MADE TO “FIT”
Your cloth or ours, makes no
differnece

In addition to our High Standard
Workmanship, Trimmings and
Service we will allow a special
discount of

10 Per Cent
Bring along your Repairing, Re
modeling, Cleaning and Pressing.

AT THE

GET SATISFACTION

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK

James MacLaugblin

THOMASTON, MAINE

153-6

Merchant Tailor
THOMASTON, ME.

T1-S3

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

PRINTED BUTTER

PAPER PRICES
tEGULATION PIZK WITH NAMR
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN AGCORDoNCB
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets

Gambler’s Chance
Buying without seeing is like depending upon luck. If you get
what you think you'll get, you win. if you don’t, you lose.
Pictures snd descriptions in catalogs, no matter how faithfully
executed, cannot tell you the exact quality of the article. You
must see it to know its real merits.
If your local dealer were to sell you on the same plane as the
mail order house and you found the quality just a little below
your expectations, you would make him replace the article with
something better. But buying blindly you usually take what
you get and hope for better luck next time.

Why not be fair with your local merchants and help them to
provide you with honest quality at right prices? Your undivided
patronage will enable them to improve their stocks.

TRADE AT HOME
Support the Tc/tin that SupportsVou

LOST—IftxS heavy tire chain, between Rock
land and Wes: Rockport. H H. STOVER & CO.
4-6
FOUND—Near Baptist church, pair of chil
dren’s red gloves Inquire at THE COl’RIERGAZFTTE.
4* It
IF THE PARTY WHO TOOK Mervyn Har
riman’s ice-skanes, front under bridge at Ste
vens pond, Wednesday p. nt. will return same
to O. S. Duncan's store no further action will
be taken.
3*5
LOST—Between 9 Limerock street and 30
Union street. Rockland, two diamond rings.
Reward, if returned to 9 LIMEROCK ST. 2-4
LOST Between Clark Island and Robbins
Stable, Rockland, bundle marked Inside, “W.
M. P. WILLIAMSON ” Finder please notify
JAMES (’AYEN, Clark Island.
2*4

Wanted

STITCHERS
On Singer Power Machines
PANTS

Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents Additional lines 5 cents each
for c» e time. 10 cents 3 times Six words males
a line

Lost and Found

ETC.

\

'
Dr. Neweombe loved to deal with
such themes, to read the arguments for
and against and balance them, and then
give expression to his ofcn judgment.
PINS AND NEEDLES
Thesp were some of the character
— ■■ .
istics of this good man that I speak of
A faint confession is half redressed.
in a very simple way. His physical,
intellectual and spiritual endowments,
The world owes you Just exactly
that made him the good minister of
what you are willing to work for.
Jesus Christ that he was.
\
He lived a radiant life. You remem
ber the beautiful expression of the
On of life's little ironies Is borrow
Apostle Paul when he has long desired ing money to pay your income tax.
to go to Rome that he may give them
some spiritual gift. I think Dr. Newconibe radiated spiritual gifts.
He
radiated faith and hope and love and
made lives of others richer. He was
an interpreter of life. Life has its
problems. We need some one to show
SOME FOLKS SAYES MONEY
us the way. to interpret meanings of
CAINT MAKE YoU HAPPY,
ways of life which are often dark
Bunyan's pilgrim was told that when
g'JT <JES' WAIT TWELL
he reached the interpreter’s house he
Somebody
PAY
You
would be shown many things of inter
est. if he would go in. He was taken
BACK A IjOLLAH wHUT
from room tq room and a great many
You AIM' NEVUH SPEC'
things were made plain to him. Tnat
is the mission of the interpreter and
T' GIT.'!!
the Christian ministeh is able to serve
in this way. Dr. Xewcombe explained
?
dark and common laws of life in ways
that would bring satisfaction and as
surance to troubled hearts. He was a
good minister of Jesus Chris’, with all
that that means of helpfulness and vi
tality and service, and as he goes from
ih/
us now to the realms of light and'
truth which have opened to him we
are grateful that we have known him.
It is said of our brother that he walked
with God during those days of his
earthly pilgrimage and because of that
fellowship he has entered into the
presence of him who has given our
brother and to us a home which we
shall enter into when the mists have
rolled away and where we shall be
with those who have gone before us
to the better land, and who are in the
presence of the King.
CoPyrttM. 1921 by McClur.

His physical appearance was com
manding. He was a man of fine pres
ence—perhaps that covers it in a word.
He made no effort to appear th# min
ister. Indeed there was something
about him that you might characterize
as "free and easy.” liis head was erect,
his step elastic, lie moved about vigor
ously and freely and gave you the im
pression of abounding physical vitality,
which was especially true in the earlier
years. This was an asset with him and
gave effectiveness lo his ministry. He
was a hard worker, especially in his
study, and this fine physical endow
ment stood him in good stead.
His intellectual and spiritual >ife
If one were to characterize his intel
lectual processes it would require more
time and ability now at my command,
lie was distinctly a scholarly man. His
mind was keen to analyze and he ap
proached subjects with the mind of the
philosopher that he usually suggested
in any casual reference to Dr. Neweombe. He loved good literature and
was familiar with it. He dealt with
things with the spirit of poet and phi
losopher. That did not separate him
from the common people who might
not be so scholarly. The parish in
South Berwick was rural, made up of
farmers of real ability. One of them
told me this incident:
One year Dr. Neweombe went to the
Rochester fair and some of his parish
ioners were there. The Rochester fair
is a fine oni . Mr. Neweombe with one
of the farmers went about viewing the
stock. They came to a cow bedecked
with blue ribbons. The cow was very
thin and poor, yet wore blue ribbons as
evidence of achievement. As Dr. Newcombe looked at the cow he said, "t
suppose a good cow consumes herself."
That was characteristic of him. What
ever theme he dealt with he dealt with
in philosophic way. He saw relation
of cause and effect and that enabled
him to see life in an unusual way.
John Burroughs begins one of his books
by saying that he has never been
around the world, but every 12 months
tlie world goes around him, and he
sits at his door and watches it. He

(or ilia t

SHIP

In Everybody’s Column

For Pound alzo
Posiage 15 cents additional

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the prioe
of first 1000, $4.00 and 16 cents post
age for c»ch 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound size
Postage 10 cents additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 sheeta ord
ered at some time, 8dd to the pries
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 eenta posU
age for each 1003.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
RocUan4 Maine

WANTED Situation as housekeeper or any
kind of work
References given.
PHONE
Rockland.
4-6
WANTED—Man competent to approach bus
iness officials and sell Graffam’s Income Tax
System, including latest digest of the law.
Commission and salary under contract Apply
SALES MANAGER. Room 291 Masonic Bldg.
Portland, Me
2-4
WANTED FIREMEN AND BRAKEMEN. be
ginners $150-1250 monthly, no strike (which
position?)
Write RAILWAY, care Courler1*6
WANTED—Table girl.
Apply at the
THORNDIKE HOTEL
151tf
WANTED—A copy of the History of South
West Harbor. printed in 1909. Write THE
OOUTWER-GAZETTK
150-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me. T/il. 352-14. 15tf

For Sale
FOR SALE Westingbouse Radio Receiver,
latest mode!, complete with long wave coil,
three tubes and new B batteries In perfect
condition, $125 09. Inquire at MAINE MUSIC
CO.
4-6
FOR SALE—Clarion Range, good condition,
used very little, $20. U. A TRASK, Glencove,
Maine
4*6.
FOR SALE—Second hand sleigh.
COBB, at FuTler-Cobb-Davis
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers.
1ft to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
holsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALE—Douhle sleigh, single sleigh,
sled MRS E*NOUH RAWLEY. 13ft Nhrtn 8t
Tel. 522-1
4*6
FOR SALE—PULLETS—25 R
I Reds
GEORGE 8 EVERETT, Ingraham Hill Tel
479-W.
3-5
FOR SALE- One horse-sled, good condition.
FREI> A. SHERER. West Meadows, City. Tel
23-2
2*4
FOR SALE ONE BEAUTIFUL PEACOCK249 Igg Strain Rhode Island Red Rose and
single comb cockerels and pullets $10 and $3.00
t i- li
Eggs $5 ftu per setting, sent post paid.
These Reds are from the best stock in the
world. 25 years breeding them. BAY VIEW
FARM. North Haven. Maine
154M
FOR SALE—Coon Skin Coat, Urge size, in
excellent condition; also one second-hand top
sleigh
H F. HICKS, 65 Limerock St. Tel.
564-^t
153*3
FOR SALE—Levi Walker residence on Broad
way
ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St ,
Rocklard, Me.
FOR SALS—Double tenement house Elec
tric lights. South Main St. RORERT U. COL
LINS. 375 Main St . Rockland. Me
FOR SALE -Mahmev Farm at Head of the
Bay. Rockland
ROBERT U. (X)LLLNS, 373
Main St., Rockland, Me.
FOR SALE—Six Toom house furnace, elec
tric lights, cement cellar. 1 acre of land.
ROBERT K COLLINS. 375 Main St . Rockfond. Me
FOR SALE—Nice house, electric lights. 3
acres land R0BK8T U. COLLINS. 375 Main
St . Rockland. Maine.
FOR SALE—Walter Rich Estate, Beech
Street, Rockland; Maine. To be sold in one
piece or In 4 lots ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375
Main St.. Rockland Me
FOR SALE—Six-room House, good cellar,
garage, large lot of lahd. ROBERT U. COL
LINS. 375 Main St.. Rockland, Me.
FOR SALE—One Statton Agent Stove and
one art square. ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375
Main St . Rockland. Me
132-tf
FOR SALE—The Magic coal burning Brood
er-dependable, gas proof and self regulating.
W. A RIPLEY, agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties Tel. 594-W , Rockland. Me. 148-tf
FOR SALE—Best line of Xmas goods in the
country, something special everyday
STARRETT DRY GOODS, Warren. Tel. 170 14
lU-tf
FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JOBES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone
576-R
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
town road to Georges River Beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K
TORREY. Tenant’s Harbor
32*tf
FOR SALE—Second-nand piano; 4 second
hand cabt. phonographs; 3 second-hand table
phonograms
STUDLEY’S
FURNITURE
STORE, 283 Main Street, Rockland.
12-S-tf

To Let
TO LET Garage large enough for two ears
MRS W H FISKE. 79 Summer St.
4*6
TO LET—Furnished rooms for Ilglrt house
keeping: modern conveniences. Apply at 12
II M STREET
4-6
TO LET—Steam heated apartment corner
Main and Elm Street. HARMON DAVIS. 4-tf
TO LET—'Store wtih cemented basement at
275 Main St. Tel. 242-4. or apply at 89 Park
St
4tf
TO LLT—Store jusi vacated at Stonington.
Terms reasonable, business booming. Suitable
for i lothlng, meats or groceries. J. C. HARMON
______________ 3»5
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light housekeep
ing. also rooms by dav or week; electric lights,
bath and heat. Apply 2 WILLOW ST 3*5
TO LET—FurmshedC room lor professional
or business woman M A FREE, 126 Lime
rock street. Telephone 299-R.
1*3
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
155*tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street—on car line. IL K. SNOW, Tel. 490 or
79 R
148-tf
TO LET—5-room tenementT” gotnh location
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 665-2.
115-tf
TO LET—Nine-room tenement; good loca
tion
L. F. ( HASS. .5 Middle Street. Tel.
128-i
665-2.
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, ttoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
I It. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
43tf

Miscellaneous
LIVE BAIT—Call ALBERT FAUX. 73
verick S-trect
4*6
FULLER BRUSHES—Demonstrations at your
convenience A post card will bring me H
P. MacALMAN. Rockland. Maine.
2*4
NOW READY -Maclk>mild's Fanners Almanic for 1923 (26th edition). The best Al
manac wc have published Contains more As
trological and Agricultural information Price
2ftc.. ATLAS PRINTLNG CO , Binghamton, N.
Y. Bept «ft.
4«fi
EDISON AMBEROL RECORDS—.lanuarv list.
66c each. D. E. WGTTON, 5 Knox St.. Thom
aston. Me
2*7
BABY CHIX WjrtUe'a S.
Reds, breeding
stock, farm raised, in open front houses. Our
breeding pens arc headed by a pedigreed cock
erel. 27ft egg-strain baby chicks 22 cents each,
delivered Order early. F. H WYLLIE, Thom
aston. Maine Phone 171-42 Rt 1.
1*12
MACHINE
HEMSTITCHING—Picot Edge
Covered Buttons. Buttonholes, Accordion,
Knife and Side Plaiting PHYLLIS TOLMAN
MORSE, 359 Main St. Tel. 868 M
155*4
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a tery
handy 106 page book compiled by It. B Fill
more. gives ;ho official history of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of tlie
towns and two plantations Sent by mall to
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
FILIJMORE. 80 Main Street. Thomaston.
_____________________________ 142-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail
orders solicited HELEN C. RHODES 18Cf
AUTO TRUCKING, city parcel delivery
Prices reasonable. 8. P. WADSWORTH, 56
Grace Rt. Tel. 2T.8-4
130-tf

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reportei

is OL Mie at J/F. CARVER'S, Rockland.

6$-tf
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TO TOUR SOUTH AMERICA

In Social Circles

Dr. and Mrs.

In addition to personal notes recording dopariuies and arrivals, tlie department especially
dealtes Information of social liapitenlngs, par
ties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Visions of a

J. Lester Greenlaw of North Haven
was a visitor in the city last week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Clifford of Win
throp ure in the city for a few days.

to

MICKIE SAYS
*TU' C09T0MI CF PWUYiu'
OSITCA5JH PCM6S
VieWTl
• OUT CF
ALOMOt \MrtH I

COMGRESS GtAriEftS, «owae.«
COLLARS 'W ©USTLES , UlHiCH |
IS A GREAT RELIEF TO All
EDITORS, WHO HATE 'EW?.

FRUIT JUICES HANDY
FOR WINTER JELLIES

V. F. STUDLEY
OF THE

BANK

ANOTHER

o'J-5
.SLXrtUioE:

The Saturday Club had a most en
joyable afternoon Saturday with Mrs.
Mrs. Adriel U. Bird was a passenger
John O. Steven11. Light refreshments
on the steamship Majestic thiyt sailed
were serued.
Saturday from New York. She is to
spend the winter in the art circles of
I. C. Thurston of South Union spent
Europe, as previously noted in this
the weekend with Mr. and Mr3. IL E.
column.
Thurston.
Lewis Clark, who has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. A. 1*. N. Tribou left on
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Clark,
over the holidays, has returned to Mor the morning train for a short stay ir.
Boston.
ristown, N. J.

The Kalioch Class of the First Bap
Mrs. Anthony Ford and (laughter
tist church will meet Thursday after Virginia, who have been visiting Mr.
noon with Mrs. William Gregory, Cen and Mrs. Chester at Owl’s Head Light,
ter street.
have returned to their home in Westfield, Mass.
Miss Addie Snow, who is now vislt' ing in Brookline, Mass., will he joined
Fred C. Black left yesterday for a
there about the 20th of this month by business trip to New S'ork and Provi
Miss Kathie Keating, and they will go dence, returning Thursday.
to Riverside, Calif., to be the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh A. Bain. Miss
The midwinter meeting of the Shake
Keating will spend about six weeks
there, but Miss Snow's stay will be speare Society, planned for last night,
was post (toned to this evening. Cause,
prolonged indefinitely.
too much winter.
The Chapin Class will meet at the
home of Mrs. Velma Marsh, 79 Broad
A month's gunning and fishing trip
street, at 7.30, Wednesday evening. A on a private estate of 3,000 acres is
full attendance cf members is urged.
lhe meccu toward which Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Davis turned their faces when
In answer to a number of inquiries the 7.30 train .pulled out at 9.11 this
as to when the next ladies* night at the morning. They will visit enroute in
Elks will be, here is the date—Wed Boston, Philadelphia and Charleston.
S. C., arriving eventually at Jacksonnesday evening, Jan. 17.
borough, S.
where they will lte
Beginners often have difficulty In
Capt. and Mrs. R. K. Snow leave to the month long guests of Mr and Mrs.
day for Charleston, S. C., where Capt Robert L, Warner and can gun and telling whellier the dough Is ready to
Snow will combine business with the fish to their heart's content on His lie divided into loaves and put into
pans. A good rule is to measure its
beginning of a pleasure trip lasting the beautiful 3,000-acre preserve.
remainder of the winter, and taking
vohnne, say home economics special
the captain and Mrs. Snow to parts
ists of the United States Department
unknown, as they say about honey
of Agriculture. When It Is ready to
mooners.
be made into loaves, the dougli for
each loaf, if made out of hard-wheat
The Methebesec Club will meet Fri
flour, should amount to three pints;
day afternoon at 2.30, with Mrs. F. H.
if made from soft flour, to about 2%
Ingraham, 25 Lindsey street. Presi
pints.
dents’ afternoon will be observed, and
a large attendance is hoped for.
Tlie levels to which these niassea
Wants Women to Know How She of dough will read) In the mixing
Mrs. G. L. Crockett is in Farmingbowl can easily be determined before
ton. On her return she will he accom Was Made Well by Lydia E. Pink- hand and marked. For illustration:
panied by her mother, Mrs. Philona
ham’s Vegetable Compound
If one loaf of bread is to be made,
Furhush, who will spend the winter
before mixing it put three pints of wa
with her.
Lima, Ohio.-“Indeed, your medicine ter Into the mixing bowl and ainrk
Mrs. Jessie Kitt Howell of Waldo ia all you nay it is ! I had very severe the point to which the wnter comes.
This will indicate the height to which
boro underwent a serious operation at i............ ;.-Itroubles such as wo
men often have, and
Silsby Hospital yesterday. It was per
the dough should rise.
could do no heavy
formed by Drs. Silsby, Crockett and
When recipes direct thnt dougli he
work. I was sick for
Jameson.
several years, and allowed to double or treble In volume,
from reading your it Is convenient to have a measuring
Traffic Officer Charles D. Wentworth,
ads. I finally decided glass to determine the expansion. An
accomnanied by Mrs. Wentworth and
to take Lydia E.
ordinary tumbler will do, but a glass
daughter Florence, leave today for Au
Pinkham’s Vegeta
gusta where they will spend several
ble Compound. I am of smaller diameter, like a small jelly
weeks.
now doing my own glass, is better. Before the dough Is
washing, which 1 set to rise tear off a small piece and
Unpleasant traveling conditions have
haven’t(lone for sev pack It In the glass. Note the height
caused a postponement of the luncheon
eral years, and can to which it comes and mark the place
and auction planned for the Country walk long distances without those drag
It will reach when its volume has
Club Thursday afternoon.
ging pains and weak feelings. The Veg
etable Compound is fine, and 1 never doubled or trebled, as the case may be.
Mrs. Jennie Bird has returned from forget to say a good word for it to other l’ut this beside the large loaves of
a week’s visit in Boston.
women when they say they need some bread and use it as an indicator.

MSS. 8. W. HALL
SIGKFORYEARS

Miss Jennie Blackington, who was
called home by the Illness and death
of Mrs. Palmer, has returned to Brain
tree, Mass.
Miss Clemice Blackington returned
today to Newton, Mass., to the Mount
Ida School.

As advertised, on account of the
storm tyonday Fuller-Cohb-Davis will
continue their 9 cent sale today from
9 to 5.

PIPELESS
FURNACES

7 DAYS’ SALE 7

With few exceptions, the white crepe
dress with pleated skirt and plain
bodice with pocket and plastron trim
is shown as the approved type for
spring. Sleeves of these dresses are
either long and in bishop style, or stop
a good four inches above the elbow.
Monogram embroideries and pockets
on both bodice and skirt are em
phasized. White gowns embroidered
in black or in color, such as scarlet or
emerald, are well spoken of, the em
broidery being introduced in mono
gram effect on tlie bodice, and in all
over design on the pockets. With
these gowns are shown smart little
sleeveless coatees in black or In bright
colored wool velours or silk velvet.
Coats,1 in either suede or glazed kid,
are in demand for motor and for rain
garments. Suede trimmed raincoats
In rubberized crepe de chine are also
featured—Dry Goods Economist.

Misses Harriet and Elizabeth Parmalee have rooms at The Laurie this
winter.

Dealer

KINEO

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, inclusive

Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Curtis are visit
ing relatives in Waterville.

Mrs. Dizzie Hahn goes to Boston
today, and will spend the remainder
of the winter in that city.

S&H

SATURDAY, JANUARY 14

Mrs. Ed. C. McIntosh has returned
from Portland, having spent the holi
days with her son, Capt. F. W. Skinner,
and family. Her granddaughter, Miss
Helen Skinner, had the pleasure, of at
tending the Paderewski recital, being
the guest of her music teacher, Mrs.
Annie Carey Bock of Portland and Ber
lin, Germany.

Miss Thelma Blackington entertained
the Jolly Four Club Friday evening.

winter in I that of attending the International
m’ited op- Centennial Exi>o&lUnn.
“pc
at Rio de Japortunities for sigtrt-seeing as a mem- 1 nell° called by many travelers the
most beautiful city in the world,
ber of an organization which is to be
The j|rst stopping place will be Haentertained by a number of foreign I vana, where the steaimer is due to argovernments, are helping Dr. Walter rive F<b. 14. The gay winter capital
M. Spear bear patiently with the kind of Cuba is modern in appearance, with
of weather we are having here in the its boulevards, handsome residences
North.
and imposing public buildings, yet it
Such downright good candy that the only
As a member of the American Col was here that Cortez set out in 1915
823
Come-back is for More
lege of Surgeons Dr. Spear will be a to conquer Mexico, and here that De
participant in the Clinical Congress Soto in 1538 built the first fort.
and De Luxe cruise which lias its be- 1 Cristobal, Canal zone, will be reached
ginning Feb. in, and which will bring Fit). IX, and the surgeons will have
him hack to American shores April 14 ait opportunity to see the great monu
The cruise will cover 11,000 miles and ment of Engineering skill which con
.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiftMiiiiiiipiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiwiii'iiiaE________ a
will offer to the surgeons such oppor nects the waters of the Atlantic and iiaaiMiliiiiii!
tunities as few private citizens have Pacific. Colombia, which will lte vis
ever enjoyed. So far as known Dr. ited Feb. 20. was first visited by the
Spear is the only Maine man who will Spaniards in 1499. Cartagena, which
be in the passeng'OT list. His wife will will be visited by the tourists, was the
accompany him.
treasure city of the empire in the days
The principal object of the cruise is to when the galleons cruised the Spanish
hold in the principal capitals of South Main, and the South American con
America a series of scientific meetings, tinent was a Spanish colony. Tlie
that will seal more strongly than ever massive walls which surround it, built
the mutual friendship of the surgical as a protection against pirates, are
professions of South and North Amer more than 40 feet thick in some places.
ica. The surgeons will have an oppor
I-a Gttayra, Venezuela, is to lte
tunity to observe and study, at first reached Feb. 23, and is the prinlcpal
The newest thing in
Pernambuco,
hand the scientifically equipped med port of that country.
ical schools, hospitals and institutions reached March 3, is called the Amer
House Heating
of the southern confreres, as revealed ican Venice, and was founded by the
PRICES FROM
In their peculiar problems. Medical Portuguese in the 10th century. The
meetings will he held every other morn beautiful city lies far out in the At
$135.00 to $185.00
ing with a discussion of papers, clinics at lantic ocean, and is the metropolis of
OUR PRICES LOWEST
small ports, and visits to the several Northern Brazil.
hospital clinics whicli will he held
Rio de Janeiro, at witich the steamer
EVER OFFERED
while the tour is in progress.
is due March 7, is the second largest
No charge for labor except
In anticipation of their tour Dr. and city in South America and is (credited
carponter work. Any price we
Mrs. Spear are making an intensive witli being the cleanest city in the
give is complete except for
study of the Spanish language, which whole world. The population is about
smoke pipe.
is the prevailing tongue of most of the 1,000,000. 'file entrance to the hay is
ountries which they are to visit.
guarded by the huge
Sugar Loaf
Call us for a
The American College of Surgeons Mountain. 1200 feet high.
The city of Sao Paulo, Brazil, is one
has chartered for this tour the new
demonstration
steamer Van Dyck, a 21,000-ton ship, which the surgeons will probaldy visit,
28 feet long, built expressly for the and will have an especial interest for
Telephone 713
outh American trade, it lias a ca- Dr. and Mrs. Spear as a former Rock
parity for 1,080 passengers, hut the land boy, Hamid L. Karl, is a promi
Pressure of Work During Hot list is limited on this occasion to 320, nent resident there The city is ihuilt
so that there will be ample accommo at an elevation of 2.000 feet and has a
Season Is Relieved.
dations for everybody. Being espe papulation of 340,000.
cially designed for the service between
The tourists will arrive at Buenos
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
New York and Buenos Aires, the ires, the largest city south of the
Besides Being Excellent for Jelly and equipment of the steamer is particu equator and the fourth largest city in
278 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
larly adapted to the varying temper the western world, March 1C. Although
Homemade Drinks Juices Are
ature conditions encountered.
founded in 1535 it is modern in ap 8iBM«i8<»wiiiiiiMiii-MMiMiiiiiifaiiiiiiMaMiM>niiirni—null-Hum inn muma—fc(
Recommended for Use in
. Thomas Cook & Son, a travel organ pearance.
No. 1446. Reserve District No. 1.
Gelatin, Ice Cream, Etc.
ization with abundant experience, will
Dr. and Mrs. Spear, in company with
IWive charge of the excursion.
about 50 other tourists, will leave the
REPORT
CONDITION
Sailing out of New York harbor Feb. steamship at Buenos Aires, and after a
The juice of such fruits as the
OF THE
grape, currant, blackberry, strawberry, 10, the steamer will soon leave behind convention lasting several days, will
raspberry, elderberry and
cherry the stormy and turbulent lanes of cross the plains of Argentina, taking
North Atlantic travel and will ride the cog railway over the Andes moun
makes delicious, wholesome drinks. placid seas, stirred only ihy balmy tains, and spending two days in Santi
ROCKLAND NATIONAL
Fruit Juices also may he canned and breezes.
ago de Chile. From there they will go
made into jelly when It is wanted dur
There will be shore visits at Cuba, to Valparaiso and take a steamer up At Rockland, in the State of Maine, at .the dose of business December 29, 1922
ing the winter. Winter jelly making Panama, Colombo and Venezuela. At the west coast, touching at several
RKSOURCBS
relieves the pressure of work during Panama the American surgeons will ports and making numerous side trips.
Smalt wonder that Dr. and Mrs. Loans and discounts .................................................................................
the hot and busy fruit season. Sugar lay the cornerstone of the Institute of
812 '.49 90
Overdrafts, unsecured .............................................................................
42S 67
need not he added until the juice Is Tropical Medicine, dedicated to Amer Spear are looking ahead with eager U 8 Government securities owned:
»
ica’s own distinguished Gen. Gorgas.
ness and enthusiasm to such a won
a Deposited to secure circulation (U 8. bonds par value)..........
III)
served or until the Jelly is made.
Another unusual opportunity will he derful tour.
b. All other United Slates Goicrnimiit securities ............................
69 26 37
Tlie following directions are given
Total ..............................................................................................................
219,200 37
Other
bonds,
stocks,
securities,
e:<*
:
.........................................................
721.570 99
by the United States Department of
Banking House ............................................................................................
29.999 09
Agriculture: Extract the juice by boil
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ............................................
04.342 80
RIP-SNORTER
('ash in vault and amount due from national banks ........................
192.739 18
ing tlie fruit with a very little water
Amount due from State banks, bunkers, and trust, companies In the
and strain through a jelly hag. To
United States .......................................................................................
19,713 14
Checks on other banks in the same city or town as reporting bank..
1.031 92
prepare the juice for canning pour It
Total of three next preceding Items ......................................................... 121.07 24
Into hotties or Jars which have been Rockland Now Has Snow Enough To Last Into Next Miscellaneous cash items .........................................................................
8,921 04
Redemption fund with lT. S Treasurer and due from I 8. Treasurer
7.599 99
boiled for 15 minutes. Put these on a
19,859 99
August—Road Commissioner’s Shovels and Patience Other assets ................................................................................................
false bottom In a hot-water hath. Tills
Total
$1,989,499 74
may he a commercial cqnner or a con
Worn Out.
tainer large enough to hold sufficient
LIABILITIE8
Another northeast snowstorm, not trains today were cancelled but by to
water. The water should reach tlie
Capital stock paid in ............................................
$159,999 09
fund ...........................................................
199,999 99
necks of lhe hotties and tlie shoulders quite so -cold or severe as last week’s morrow it is expected that everything Surplus
Undivided profits ....................................................
$86,182 7»
will be on schedule.
of the jars. A cotton stopper may he double-header, but fully as persistent,
Reserved
for
interest
accrued
.............................
«•
4.952
(III
The steamship Belfast came down
90
........ I 89
pressed into the neck of the bottle and swept down on this coast eearly yes river on time last night, but 'bashfully' Less current expenses. Interest, ao.l nixes paid.
Circulating notes outstanding ..............................
159,990 99
left during tlie processing period, or a terday morning, and kept it up until anchored in the stream, and did not
Amount due to State banks, bankers, and trust coin pa 1 lies
the
United States and foreign countries ............
1,553 62
cork, after being boiled, may be put nearly midnight—until the wonder dock until 9 this morning. She is ex
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve (de
grew as to how much more slock t>he pected back at 9 tomorrow morning.
in lightly.
imslts payable within 30 davs) :
Individual deposits subject to cheek.........................................................
439,125 39
Supt. Blodgett is certainly having 21
If jars are used as containers put weather man had in cold storage.
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days.....................................
19,394 20
Transportation lines were again lively winter. This storm was a hard
boiled tops in place and half seal.
Dividends unpaid .......................................................................................
241 99
thrown out of kilter, and Road Com er one for the Street Railway to com Tot il of demand de|Misits (other than bank deposits) subject in Re
Process for 30 minutes at tlie simmer
serve ............................................. ..........................................................
(t a
missioner Ross presented a correct im bat, owing to the heaviness of the
ing point. Remove, put stoppers of itation of the picture of despair. The snow and the extreme compactness of Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or subject
to 30 days or more notice, and |M»stal savings:
hotties in tightly, and when cool dip city’s money chests bad already been the drifts. The last car for Camden Certificates
of deinisit .................................................................................
12,584 30
the top of tlie hottie Into melted par touched up to the extent of $4,000, and left at 7 o’clock and the Highland line Other time deposits ............................................................................... . ..
1.973,098 31
07
affin or sealing wax. Equal parts of goodness alorfe knows how much yes expired about an hour earlier. The Total of time deposits subject to Reserve.................................................. 1<U8G.
late comers and passengers from the Total .............................................................................................................
$1,989.499 J4
rosin and beeswax make a good wax. terday’s splurge will cost.
The storm didn’t hit the Maine Cen delayed afternoon train were carried
Finish tightening the tops of tlie jars
tral as hard as its predecessor, largely to their distinction on one of the com
ns soon ns they are removed from the
State of Maine, County of Knox, ss
due to a carefully prepared advance pany’s big plows. The tendency of
I, II. E Robinson. Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
hath. Test for leaks and store in a attack. Snow plows were run ahead of the snow to freeze to the trolley wire statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
H E ROBINSON, Cashier.
dry, dark, cool place.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this titli dav of January, 1923.
all passenger trains, and the same tended to make difficulty. Thecross coun
(Seal)
ARTHUR L ORNK, Notary Public
Aside from their use in making jelly tactics are in use this morning. Agent try line was on the job every minute in
and ns a base for home-made drinks Comins reports that *his ibattation found spite of the hurricane and deserves
Correct -Attes: A S LITTLEFIELD,
ISRAEL SNOW,
these fruit juices are excellent for use this snow somewhat more difficult to another A plus. Thhs morning all lines
GILFORD B. BUTLER,
in gelatin, sauces, lee creams, sherbets, handle, owing to its weight, but in ore clear, cars running to the High
Directors
and other desserts. Those which are considerably less quantity and not lands and wharf (as well as to the end
drifted to nearly the extent of the last of the line at Ingraham Hill and into
to be used in tills way will have a bet big storm. Trains were considerably Warren.
No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.
ter 11avor If sugar is added before they hampered, however. No. 57, due at
No school this morning because of
are bottled.
4.50 p. m., didn’t pull in until 7.22, and unbroken roads and unplowed sideREPORT
THE CONDITION
No. 59, due at 9.25, arrived at 45 min- walks. Hard on tffi* kiddies to have
—
OF
THE—
utes past midnight. No. 74, due to, to remain indoors.
GOOD LESSON FOR BEGINNER leave* at 7.30 this morning, was held And some heartless mutt says there’s
in the station until 9.11. All freight still another storm on the way.
NATIONAL
Specialists Outline Plan for Determin
At
Rockland,
in
the
State
of
Maine
at the close of business on Jan. 29, 1922.
ing When Dough Is Ready to Be
MRS. HOSMER JONES
MANY WOMEN JOINING
Put in Pans.
RESOURCES

LooK for the

Leslie Clark and Maurice Clark of
Damariscotta Mills were in the city
last week.

The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society of the M. E. church will meet
with Mrs. Mary Littlehaie, Union
street, Thursday at 3 o'clock. The first
lesson of the Elementary will be
studied and current events on India
called for. All ladies of the parish are
welcome.

IllllilUlllllillllllllll

delightful

Our JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE is
our biggest merchandising event of the
year and we have prepared for the
target sale on record.

They are dancing the cottiHion again.
When the midwinter assembly, tinmost successful affair of the Boston
social season ended at the hotel Copley
Plaza Saturday it was learned that the
old time cottillion had been restored
as a probable feature of the program.
It had not been danced there for 10
years.

Mrs. D. S. Weeks is ill at her home
on Masonic street.

Wonderful

Trip With American College of Surgeons.

TELEPHONE ............................................. 770!

Another interesting event at the
Country Club will he Thursday’s 1 ,
o’clock luncheon. Members who plan J
to attend it should notify Mrs. Leach
at the earliest possible moment.

Walter M. Spear Going On

thing.”—Mrs. G. W. Hall, 639 Hazel
Avenue, Lima, Ohio.
There are many women who find their
household duties almost unbearable ow
ing to some weakness or derangement.
The trouble may be slight, yet cause
such a moving symptoms as dragging
pains, weakness and a run-down feeling.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound ia a splendid medicine for such
conditions. It has in many cases relieved
those symptoms by removing the cause
of them. Mrs. Hall’a experience ia but
one of many.

OF

NORTH

iaiBi

Educational Club Takes In 54
New Members — Ku Klux
Kian Excites Keen Interest.
Any skeptic of the ability of Rock
land women to get results should have
attended the Friday evening meeting
of the Woman’s Educational Club.
After a spicy program one item of
business was the admission of 54 new
members and another the presentation
of 10 names for action next meeting.
These are some of the fruits of the
membership campaign now in prog
ress.
The lively interest in the activities
of the Ku Klux Kian continued una
bated, and there will be further dis
cussion next session. . Mrs. Ray Dane
presented an especially fine critic’s
report. Rev. D. P. Pelley of Thomaston
gtive a fine address on “Citizenship.”
and Mrs. Ida Simmons read an article
on “The Maine Colleges.” It was vot
ed to hold the pubhie “Household Arts
Exhibit” Jan. 19, afternoon and even
ing.
Refreshments were served toy
Mrs. Mary Adams and assistants.
The 54 new members of this livewire organization are:

Mrs Florenc? Free
Mrs Florence N.ve
Mrs. Lizzie French
Mrs Ha tlie Ortveton
Mrs, Blanch EHswor.h Miss Helena Pierce
.Mrs. Georgia Elliott
Mrs. Mary Rogers
Mrs Edward Da lain
Miss Nellie Robinson
Irs. Leeier Rokes
Mrs. Susie Davis
Mrs. Bertha Russell
.Mrs Cora ('alder
Mrs. Olivia Campbell Mrs E. J Southard
Mrs. Ruth Smith Wiley
Mrs. Belie Collins
Mrs Henrietta Cottrell .Mrs .Mary Wiggin
Spear
Mis Ellen Cushman
Miss Helen Thompson
Mrs. Charles A.
Creighton
Mrs. Lillian Young
R. U. Collins, 375 Main street, will Miss Jessie Crawford Miss Edna Hilt
Miss Erma Frost
Frances Bat .‘helder
assist you ln making out your income Miss Ethel Barrett
M'ms Kathleen Colson
Mrs Etta Blackington Miss Marion Weidman
tax returns.—adv.
2-4
Miss Grate Armstrong Mrs. L H Woodcock
Mrs Eurotta Analoine Miss Anna E. Coughlin
Mis. Ethel Gould
Mrs Lena K Sargent
Miss Elizabeth Har- Miss Maud Preble
rington
Miss AEargareJ Rutin*
Mrs. Adelbcrt Jameson mer
Mrs’ (.’race Ludwig
Miss Theresa Smith
I
Mrs Evelyn MnKusick Mrs. Joseph Hamlin
Mrs. Mary Mendell
Mrs. Herbert Hall
Mrs Ada Martin
Mrs. Carrie Aldus
Mrs. Mellie McFardan Mrs. Ida Bradstreet
Mrs Elsie Moody

Know the tremendous
pulling power of Cou
rier-Gazette ads.

BANK

Funeral services were conducted
this morning at the Burpee undertak
ing room for Mrs. Hosmer Jones of
Reading, Mass., formerly’ Miss Grace
Follett of this city. She was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Volney T.
Follett and, after removing here from
Vinalhaven, was educated in the city
schools, graduating from Rockland
High School with the class of 1912
Early she showed a marked musical
talent which was carefully cultivated
through her youth and she became a
fruly remarkable pianist. After study
ing in the best music schools she re
turned to Rockland as a teacher of
piano, specializing in kindergarten
work, and from the first was success
ful
About six years ago she married
Hosmer Jones, who survives her, to
gether with a son of four years. They
were located in Reading, Mass, and had
only just occupied their fine new home
Far from giving up her musical,career
Mrs. Jones had optimistic plans for
the luture.
Following the services today which
were largely attended by frtends and
classmates, the remains will be taken
to Vinalhaven for interment. She is
survived also by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Volney T. Follett and a sister
Miss Helen Follett.
Members of the Rubinstein and Har
mony Clubs feel keenly the death of
Mrs. Hosmer Jones, w’ho was for sev
eral years a. valued member 4)f both
organization*. She was also for sev
eral years organist of the First Baptist
church.

The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, is
having a mark down sale on Winter
Coats, sale starting Friday and con
tinuing through to Wednesday. 2-5

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

Loans and disuouiESi inchulliug rediscounts, acceptances of other
banks, and foreign bills of exchange or drafts sold with indorse
ineut of this hank (except those shown in h a<id c) ................. $CSt).ll(UI M
Tola! loans ................................................................................................
$6X0.000 r,|
Overdrafts, unsecured .................................................................................
04 70
U. 8. Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U 8 bonds par value) .............
$85,00(1 im
All other United States Government securities, including premiums,
if any) ..................................................................................................
2(1.414 74
Total .............................
111,414 74
Other bonds, stocks, securities
etc : .............................
cs etc
710,706 13
Banking House, $20,000.00; Furniture ami ttxi tires, $1,512 99 .. .
21,512 99
Lawful reserve with Federal Reser
Reserve Bunk..................
• -,H 16? 09
83,913 82
Casli In vault and amount due
line from
frt national banks
(’hecks on other banks in thee same city or town as re|H>rtlng bank
953 99
(other than Item 12)..
Total of Feus 9. 10. II. 12 , and 13.............................
84(866 91
Checks and drafts oil banks (Including Federal Reserve Bank) lo
418 47
cated outside of city or town of reporting bank
1,150 99
Miscellaneous cash Items .
1,567 41
4,259 99
Redemption fund with U. 8 Treasurer and due from 1 8. Treasurer

$1,084,911 00

Total ............................................................................
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In .................................................................................
Surplus fund ......................... . .....................................................................
UndivIded profits .......................
.................................................
•> ? .»
Less current expenses, interest, and taxes paid .....................................
3l.'o»3
Circulating notes outstanding.....................................................................
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject h» Reserve (de
posits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check.......................................................
Certificates of deposit dne in less than 30 days oilier than for money
borrowed) ..............................................................................................
Dividends unpaid ........................................................................ .......
Total of demand deposits (oilier Ilian bank de|x,sits) subject to Kc
serve. Items 2(», 27 28. 29. 30. and 31.........................................
23k.299
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 da vs or more
1 olb-e. and |w>s al savings):
Certificates of deposit (oilier Ilian for money borrowed) .............
Ollier time deposits ......................................................................................
Postal savings de|iosits ...................................................................
1.200,370
Total tiim deposits subject to Resevre, Items 32. 33. 34, and

Total

90
20,999 00

$100,011(1

'.1
4a

37J2M 14
85 990 09
230.198 33

125 90
i •» 99
42

50

300 99
1.205.217 ftk
858 •2

11,664,911 0-.

............................................................................................

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss :
I, E F Berrv, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above state
ntenl is true to th“ best of my knowledge und belief
K F BERRY. Cashier.
8ubs<*ribed and sworn to bet ore me this 8tl» day of January. 1923
(seal)
II E ROBINSON, Notary Public
Correct--Aitesi : E

8

BIRD.

A 8 BAKFR,
(HAS T SMALLEY.
Director*

INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON

SAVINGS BANK

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the Firet of Each Month ,
119-tf

EveryOtKer-Daf

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 9, 1923.
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TURKEY RAISING MAY BE MADE

VERY

l*

PROFITABLE OCCUPATION

H

Telephone
Directory

9
ib

'.ALL LIVE BUSINESS MOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES

DON’T LET YOUR BATTERY FREEZE
Call 661

*
When you lay your car up. and let us store your battery

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 MAIN STREET • - - ROCKLAND, ME.

I

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

Call 238

A'

Rockland Motor Mart
Driving a Flock of Turkeys to Market.

Q

©

(Prepared by the United States Department

<-2ss^
by a lifetime’s work with chickens is j
contained in our 1923 Year Book.

Tells how and when to do every
thing to make chickens healthy and

profitable.

•

disease known as blaekhoad which has
caused heavy
* losses,• and In some inDespite a steady increase in tiie
stances the business has been given up
prices producers have received for tur
entirely for this reason. These causes
keys since 1913, production lias stead
of loss together witli the frequent rav
ily decreased, according to figures pub
ages of wild animals including dogs
lished by the United States Depart
and rats, have all tended to discourage
ment of Agriculture.
The average
development of the industry.
prices received during the four months
The raising of turkeys may be a
October to January. 1915-16, was 15
; cents a pound. The average price re- very profitable occupation where there
1 ceived during the corresponding period is an abundance of range, ample feed,
in 1920-21, was 32 cents a pound. In I and reasonable freedom from preying
j 1900, tiie census figures showed 6,594,- animals, tbe department states. Even
695 turkeys on farms In the United for those who have a limited range
I States, while ln 1910, there were only there are opportunities for raising a
3,688,708, and ln 1920 there were 3,- few turkeys each year if proper time
and attention nre devoted to it. Tiie
! 627,028.
department points out, however, the
Big Increase In Price.
During the past six years the price desirability of those who enter the
of turkeys has Increased to the pro- r business to study it thoroughly ln all
I ducer more than 100 per cent, while i ‘ts features.
Difficult to Ship Alive.
of Agriculture.)

If this book cost ten dollars a copy,
you could not afford to get along
without it, but it costs you nothing
but a postal card,
®
your dealer does
not have a copy.
ags®
Give us his name
and address when
you write.

The Park & Pollard
Company,

L/

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Originators of Dry Mash

Hard &

It Is very difficult to ship turkeys
i alive to market siuce the shrinkage is
very heavy. Ordinarily turkeys do not
i eat very much when confined, and
therefore they are usually killed and
: dressed locally and then shipped to
i market, packed in barrels or boxes.
I Turkeys, like chickens, may be either
I scalded or dry picked, but the drypicked birds are preferred In most
markets because they keep better, and
there are no losses of their substance
by reason of a great deal of the soluble
substance being removed by soaking
in water or by packing in ice. There
nre conditions, of course, where there
is no alternative but to pack the birds
in ice and ship them ln bar
rels. The objection to scalded-dressed
An Excellent Specimen.
birds does not obtain to the same exduring the past 20 years the number tent where the birds are dressed and
of turkeys produced has decreased ; s0'd immediately to the consumer,
about 50 per cent, the department j
Turkeys mature and fleshen very
states.
I much better in the fall when the atIt is common knowledge that tur-|
keys are not easily handled, for by na
ture they are wanderers, and they usu
ally give considerable concern to those
whose duty it is to keep them on the
home premises. The almost uncon
querable inclination of turkeys to
wander Into the fields of neigh
bors has often
caused
strained
feelings, and many owners of flocks
have abandoned the business of
raising turkeys on that account. Tur
keys are also seriously afflicted by a

tnosphere is crisp and fairly cold, such
as prevails for some weeks preceding
the holiday season. During tills sea
son the birds are In greatest demand,
although tiie cold storage product may
lie laid at all seasons. Warm weather
during tbe week preceding the holi
days has a marked effect on demand,
and, other conditions being equal, the
quality of dressed turkeys for the hol
iday market may be predicted to a
great degree by weather conditions |
during the fall season.

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

PEAS WELL ADAPTED
FOR MANY SECTIONS

retary of the Chamber of Commerce.
ACCIDENT HEARINGS
He spoke of the possibilities of the
.
,
,
’
„ ,
-town and of building up the industries
Major Arthur L. Thayer of Bangor,
Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester
of
wp already have
agreed tQ
Quincy, Mass., ant
. is*
ci. st »01,m a new organization,the name of chairman of the Maine Industrial Ac Too Much Space Required for
Bobndell were recentguestsof Mrs. l hich w(ju]d ,)e decided
,ater. cident Commission, has assigned hear
Growing in Garden.
Harry Humphrey in Rockland.
j R<,marks were a,s0 made by mernlwrs ings as follows:
Charles Kimball versus the CamdenMrs. George Bageiey is ill at her of the organization and the following
Rockland Anchor Machine Company, |
home on Church street.
'officers Wire chosen: Kenneth F.
insurance
Miss Winifred Andrews of Crook-, R
T g
lgt vIce | and the
»•<= •>Mutual
— Liability '"'
’"•“"r Crop Will Thrive on Almost Any Good
line. Mass., is the guest of her s^ter,
Dillingham. 2nd vice Company. ‘"“^rs peHtion to deter.
Garden Soil and Require Only
Mrs. Everett E. Fales.
‘ president- Dr C W Steward score- mine the extent of permanent impair Moderate Amount of Fertilizer
Kenneth F. Knight is planning
‘ <lthod(',s treasurer Acorn- ment: hearing set for Wednesday. Jan
upend the remainder of the strenuous I ‘
. .10, at H a. m., in the common council
—Alaska Seed Best
•winter
i" *'1 1 in Florida,
*
,
,
...
I
mittee
of
seven
was
appointed
to
be
,
•
r*
.$
«
«
i
,
r,.h.
r».u
where he will go
as the Kennebec ^rld
Com- ro,om, " p°rtland bef°re the fu" cominto training in the early spring for 1^ and inc]uded A L Packard, H. ml“loKn’ , .
nn
Rnpk
(Prepend by the United Statee Department
of Agriculture,)
the semi-professional baseball team |. wltb
r. e w Ste...ard L True
Herbert L. Moon versus the Rockwhich Rockport hopes to have in the
,, ,,
, port Lime Corporation and the TravelPeas, sometimes spoken of as EngSpear, C. E. Rhodes, W. F. Dillingham
field next summer. Mr. Knight was a and E. Stewart Orbeton. A committee i I! ’ “T" “^I“8h pe“8’ Ure a,la,,ted for Srowing
hard worker on the team and a promi was also appointed to draw up by-laws P
" ' ,
p,.|dr,v tin l” at 8 30 ^roln
Gulf of Mexico to Canada,
nent factor in Rockport's winning the to he read at the next meeting which , ,ea"n® 8,Jmunicl'I)aI court "room at In,ld fro,n Maine t0 California, with
cup in last summer's Twilight League
will be held Friday evening of thls I Rock]and
_
i the exception of a few local sections
at Oakland Park. During his absence
week, to which all citizens are invited.
Abe, Qrff versus tbe Rockland & ’ where they do not thrive. Peas rehis store and pool room will be in
Mrs. Henry Davis died at her home , ROckpcrt Lime Corporation and the I quire too much space for growing ex
charge of a group of his friends. We
wish him a very pleasant winter where on Beauchamp street yesterday. The; Travelers’ Insurance Company, insur- tenslvely in tiie small garden, say spethe orange blossoms grow and nighin- funeral services will be held at her J erg; petition for an award of compen- ! ciallsts of tiie United States Depnrtgale sing. That he will be greatly late home Wednesday afternoon at 2>gation; hearing set for Friday, Jan. 12, ‘ tr.ent of Agriculture, but are especially
at 9 a. m., in the municipal court room I adapted to the farm garden.
missed in our community, is unnec c'clcck.
; at Rockland.
essary to state.
•
Archie Libby versus the Texas . In Florida and certain of the gulf
Mrs. Sarah Clark remains quite
I Steamship Company and the U. S. FI- - coast regions the seed is planted in
seriously ill.
Telephone that item or news to The delity andI Guaranty Company, insur- - the fall and the peas gathered during
Wesley Thurston is at the Knox
General Hospital, Rockland for treat Courier-Gazette, where thousands of ers; petition for review of an agree- tiie first days of spring. Farttiernorth
ment; hearing set for Friday, Jan. 12, the seed is planted in February and
ment.
at 4 p. m.. in the municipal court room
The Twentieth Century Club will readers will see It.
March and tiie peas ready for use in
at Rockland.
hold an open meeting Friday evening
lMay and June.
Going still farther
of this week at the home of Mrs. Alice
into New England and tiie northwest
Gardner. Mrs. Frances Carleton will j
they are planted in" April and ready
rare
give a talk on her travels illustrated I
I for use in July or August, all depend
by ^he radiopticon. The meeting willI
ent, however, upon the locality. In the
l.e held at 7.30 after which light re
southern district, where the ground
freshments will he served.
Mrs. Everett E. Libby spent the
rarely ever freezes, the seeds are
weekend in Portland where she accom
planted about l1,4 inches deep, but far
panied her father William Daucett to
ther north where late freezes are
the hospital for treatment.
liable to form a heavy crust over tiie
Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester, who
ground tiie seed should he covered
spent the holidays with her mother,
three to four Inches in light sandy
Mrs. Josephine Bobndell. returned Sat
soils but not quite so deep in heavier
urday to her home In Quincy, Mass.
or clay soils.
Miss Nellie Harmon was entertained
at dinner Sunday at the home of Mr.
HEN the final call comes to a member
Alaska or Earliest of All is consid
and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
of the family, it is natural to desire a
ered one of tiie best of tiie early va
Miss Eleanor L. Griffith of Rock
rieties and easy to grow. One pint of
memorial service in which fitting honor shall
land was culling on friends in town
seed of the Alaska will plant about
be paid and faith in the larger future shall be
Saturday.
100 feet of row, and while it is de
Dr. C. W. Steward has been elected
expressed.
sirable’ to linve brush or wire netting
school physician.
At such a time, those who are suffering the
A meeting of the Board of Trade
for them to climb on. they may be
was held Friday evening at the Fire
strain of parting must be relieved of the details
grown without any support whatever.
ten
men’s hall, at which about 30 were
fJradus, Thomas I.nxton. American
of arrangement. Furthermore, if the arrange
present. The meeting was addressed
Wonder, Sutton’s Excelsior and I.axments
are
to
be
perfect,
they
must
be
placed
in
by E. W. MacDonald of Rockland, Sectoniasi are among tiie best early peas.
highly trained and experienced hands.
Telephone and Mammoth podded sugar
There is a funeral director in your community
ire among tiie best late sorts. All of
who, possessing this skill, also understands
tiie later varieties need a trelfis or
Distinctiveness of
brush to climb upon.
that he is called upon for something more than
design appeals
professional service — that the essence of his
Economy.
responsibility is to carry out each detail
to everyone.
Sandy—Tiie world’s agen me, mon.
in the Spirit of a labor of love.
Apperson
I’m going to end It all nnd take gas.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
has
panyfrom a copyrighted message which appeared in The
Jock—Hoot, won! Drown yoursel’;
Saturday Evening Post of July 2Q, iy22.
it's cheaper.
BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
Undertakers Since 1849
Ample Cause for Divorce.
Day Telephone 450. IUH'KLANP. NiflLl Telephone 781-W
“My liushnnd is a deceitful wretch.”
A. C. JONES
English Renaissance Border. Symbol of Duration. Sun Dial.
“Wliat makes you think that?"
Atessai.e number twehe. Copyrighted 1922 C.C. Co
“Last night lie pretended to believe
5 Talbot Ave.
me when he knew 1 was lying to him.”
Rockland, Maine

ROCKPORT

W

Residenc. 61 North Main St

Tel. 422-2

CALL 60

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart

! : for I t

a full lim of

ICE

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

Central Ice Co.

CONFECTIONERY STORE
HOME MADE CANDIES

ICE CREAM

Weymouth’s
Telephon. 156-M
402 Main Street
EXIDE BATTERIES

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart
EXIDE BATTERIES

For Every Csr

Special Prices on
RADIO BATTERIES

LAUNDRY WORK

MOVING
MOVING

Auto Trueks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. Wa move you anywhere
in New England. You save
Crating, Time ar.d Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.

Tsl. Ill
Unisn St.. RmHIssI
Flout EsulpsiMt Is Main*
MONUMENTS

T.I.phone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaoton, Mo.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
HARDWARE ANO PAINTS

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wet Wash. Rough
j Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
1 Collars.

Telaphona 206

Letter Slots
Letter Boxes

H. H. Crie & Co,
456 Main Street, Rockland

GARAGE

Call 124

Dyer’s Garage. Inc.
REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

NEW8PAPER
Call 770
and tell us to tend you

The Courier-Gazette
1156 times a year for only $3.
All the Home Nows

j three to High School students. (Ifirst
' prize, $50, second $25, third $10.)
,
• » • •
A hook to be published this month
which is well worth mention is “I Can
Remember Robert Louis Stevenson,”
> edited by Rosaline Masson. It was
■ compiled under the auspices of -the
' Robert Louis Stevenson Club of Edin
burg.

STABILIZER

Provides Something for Farmar to Sell
at Good Prices When Other
Crops Fail.

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

I C E

COPYRIGHT 1923 BY THE PARK & POLLARD CO.

GOOD

Mrs. Sadie E. Leach

AUTO' ACCESSORIES

131 Staton -

DAIRYING

MUSIC TEACHER

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
OUR GRANGE CORNER
Sundays—2 p. m. to 5 p. m.
A public library was in operation in Knox Pomona Has a Speedy
Dairy farming should not suppirwi
Athens in 357 B. C.
grain, fruit or a general live stock
• • • •
and Harmonious Annual
farming, but rattier supplement them
'he ladder of life Is full of splinters
Meeting—Gasoline Tax.
Dairying will prevent some of tiie upl but we never realize it until we begin
and downs In agriculture by acting to slide down. Keep climbing.
• • • •
Knox Pomona Grange held its an
as a stabilizer and providing some
Two courses of lectures on Ameri nual meeting in West Rockport Satur
thing to sell at good prices when otliei
can literature for workers in the pub day. Ii is seldom that any organiza
crops fail.
lic ar.d special libraries have been uil- tion can elect a board of 14 officers,
Tiie dairy business is not a get-ricniertaken by the Public Library of the and make ready for the installation
quiek business, but it is a safe and city of Boston. The lectures will be in less than an hour. But such was
sane business; a system of fiirmipg given by Prof. Robert E. Rogers of the the case Saturday and they worked
that builds up attractive homes, that Department of English History tn the with such rapidity, and such a kindly
creates more prosperity and supports Massachusetts Institute of Technology. spirit prevailing ehat one of our
brothers was heard to remark “Why
• • . •
more people than any other known
Tiie Drama League of America will this is nothing 'but a love feast." All
form of agriculture.
j observe National Drama Week, Janu officers but two were elected on the
ary 21-26. Tuesday is set aside as firs; ballot, by a good majority, and
the close of the work James Dornan
SUCCESS WITH SHEEP FLOCK hook and library day. Some of the at
slogans for the day are “Drama books of East Union, assisted by Maynard
in every library," “Reud a play before doling and Martha Kalioeh, proceeded
It Is Necessary to Use Good Pursbred j you see it." "Special drama shelves to install these:
Rams and Young Ewes Are Most
Mf.sster, 8. H. Nlorwoo<«, Warren;
in every library,” “Talks on drama in
Desirable.
the libraries and bookstores,” “Drama overseer. W. A. Moody, Warren; Iec»
bulletin beards in every library and turer, Mrs. Warren Gardner. Rockland;
steward. J. W. Kearley. East Union;
In building up a flock of sheep, It book shops."
assistant steward, R. M. Carroll, Union:
• • • •
is necessary to remember to do these
Mark Twain’s “Tramp Aboard" has chaplain, Mrs. W. A. Ayer, Union; treas
tilings: 1. Use good purebred rams.
Union;
gate keeper,
been
translated
nsiuieo inio
into cjeiiiian,
German, aim
and pub
nuu-i
 urer,, W.
„ A. Ayer,
.
.
2. Select young ewes. Yearlings, two,v the ever-to-be-commended iI7ai’'e ^^ard. Union; IPomona, Mrs.
lished by
year-olds, or perhaps, three-year-olds
Ea \?r«rood’ barren; Ceres, Mrs.
firm of Ullsteln. The same Arm
Union; Flora,
are far more desirable for starting a brought out
U
out long ag4 Twain’s Sawyer ‘' aud,l?^ll,"an',
flock than older ones. 3. Discard and Finn. It is worth noting that' Mrs. W. A. Moody, Warren; lady as
broken-mouthed ewes nnd ewes with Mark Twain’s comments on the terri sistant steward, Mrs. R. M. Carroll,
Union;
secretary,
R.
9.
Sim
bad udders. 4. Choose ewes hnviii; ble German language in "A Tramp
mons; executive committee for threp
good size, desirable forms and dense Aboard" have been grist to the mill of yea>-s. Warren B Gardner, Rockland.
fleeces, the first year because u sheep j many a man wh,» hf,s
GerA resolution favoring tax on galomakes its greatest growth during this 1 man, generally speaking. But Mr. line was passed, and will be sent to
Samuel L. Clemens had a high, (in
..
,
,,, . » .
.
period. 6. Give tiie flock good care some instances too high), regard for ?“ E’
Wat" °rd’
throughout the entire year.
German life, letters and literature, and 18 on the
»'at‘ve commute® The
,
,
. giving ex pres- same resolution
was passed at the
ne was not. sow
about
.
.
.
,
,
,
n,,
•
,
Stare
Grange
in
sion to his admiration. This, however.'
,
“ , Bangor,
„
, and
, If_ all
. del. _
egates “get busy” and place before
RAISING SCRUB LIVE STOCK ....
is ano ni soi>« * * *
] their ' sub-Granges the work mapped

..
„
. out at that session, there will be no
Unnecessary Waste of Time and Feed,
The Atlantic Monthly offers six cash Ume
](K.al Or>
th4„
prizes written during the academic .vlnt_r
Declares Doctor Mohler, Chief
| year of 1922-1923. Three of these i '
of Animal Bureau.
prizes are to College students. (First! Knox Pomona s next meeting will
prize, $50, second, $25, third, $10) and | be announced later.
"There is Increasing evidence," de
clares Dr. J. R. Mohler, chief of the
bureau of animal Industry of the
United States Department of Agricul
ture, “that raising scrub live stock
is an unnecessary waste of time and
feed. Any live stock owner cun Im
prove tiie quality of his herds und
floi-ks hy the better-sires mute. Pure
bred sires permit the raising of grades,
has earned a reputation for be
crossbreds, or purebreds—whichever Is
preferred—depending on the kind of
females used."
ing a QUALITY coffee; de

This Coffee

Handicapped.
"So Rill married that plump little
girl who used'to giggle so much.”
“Yes. Kill evidently believes in a
short wife and a merry one."

Nothing to Hinder.
He—I cannot go to the theater so
often—I must think about m.v bills.
She—Well—can’t you think about
your hills In the theater?

licious coffee.
Do you think we will jeop

ardize this reputation.
2622

